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1. POEM OF TODAY 

 

It is for the masses, to know what I know 

That Earth is the energy and we are the flow 

The sacred places are found in due course 

Are the places we find closer to source?  

The balance of Earth was equal and appeared just right 

But the balance has changed to the wrong from the plight 

It started with ego a strange little thing 

Which turned into greed from all living things 

Those without became less to themselves 

And who would help them in this inharmonious state 

Because they then lusted for the things that they thought 

And out with their money they went out and bought 

But anger and vengeance was created instead 

Laws were created, at the start, for the best    

And corruption made them more rigid, which infected the rest                         

For now with our rules created for all 

Stagnated humanity and closed people off 

Creation of things made rule makers scoff 

You couldn’t do this, you couldn’t do that 

What was best for the rest, is allowed just for a few 

What has been created can be brought to its knees 

By the joining on mass back to things that are right 

Our world will be better and we won’t have to fight 

With our guard dropping down on the world of despair  

All people of Earth will have a feeling of fair 

New systems will help to give us our faith 

Slight change at the start, starting gradual the pace 

Knowledge of things known but forgotten 

Will come to the fore and not lay there rotten 

And it will be known as it always has been 

We are great creators and believe in the dream 

Without negative rules or people of sad 

We will create for the good and will be very glad 

This only planet of choice had to have this ride 

To learn from and ponder, leave nothing to hide 

From the bad to the good all choices were there 

We have now used them up so for all to be fair 

Create what we need, create what we want, show patience 

And gratitude and compassion indeed.  I love you to death 

This is the seed. AMEN 

 

 



2. SPIRIT 
With love and thought, I write this to you now 

The sacred Buddha, the sacred cow, 

Jesus lives in our cells in more than a few of us. How? 

As we evolve and move through the ether 

Our bloodline changes through the mixing of people 

Most of us now have a piece of the all. 

It’s time for the knowing to come to the fore 

We are universal and of one and the same 

As splinters or factions are still part of the game 

Who’s right and whose wrong was once part of the fun 

But now at this time we put to an end to the guns 

Religions are not completely correct  

As they branch out into a sect  

Wars have been waged from the right winged ones.   

You can’t have that religion, the rights or the fun.   

Its mine for the choosing, I want to play god,   

And for a while I have but I now I feel like a dog. 

I am sorry for all I have done in the past 

Splintering religion this way was not from my heart. 

I could control what I wanted, through a sheepish few 

Who went out to the masses and brought back you 

Controlling was easy I wrote my own book  

Or copied At least and changed the whole look.   

I made all the rules, had you follow along, and 

To keep you in check said everything else was wrong 

While in control I toyed with some stuff 

Came up with chemicals to put in your food 

Just subtle changes at first then horrid and lude 

Stuff you couldn’t eat, was fed to the cattle 

For when we eat meat.  Our insides then do battle 

Water was next, just a Few drops,  

From mercury to lead and fluoride as well 

You couldn’t taste it, there wasn’t a smell.   

Our plants were then modified, to rely on fertilizers only.   

When they are all gone – we are going to be lonely.   

Our Trees are all part of the ecology too.  

For to cut them all down is killing us too.   

I am very sorry for all I have done  

Do not get disparaged we are all of one thought. 

We will do right for our planet as only we can.   

For this is the planet that we became man.   

Our physical self for it is what’s shown.   

Is not all of us, and that is now known.   

Within these beings is the infinite spark. 

We are to use it now and forever to stay out of the dark 

For Light is the way and in essence the word.   

We can illuminate the place and lighten our path  

And ascend toward heaven, not go back to the past.     AMEN 



3. FOR THE BETTER 

 

Reseeded three times from Horos the Hawk 

He came down from heaven to continue the work 

To bring knowledge to all by using A.I. 

Immaculate conception was the word of the day 

No husband or sex was supposed to be a lie 

Shunned or dishonoured for most was the way 

But some saw a sign and hidden a few 

With a realisation there would be coming a new 

Religion was reborn and brought to a head 

Pagans and Catholics and others just wouldn’t be lead. 

A war was created and factions were torn 

The right and the wrong made all confused and forlorn 

Murders and theft and taxes were used 

To keep all the masses in fear and unamused 

Seers were persecuted, all needed to hide 

Beheadings and burnings, drownings were rife 

Get rid of them all, even your wife 

And over the times we continued to think 

Of the state of the world, and Mandy says stink. 

A funny word but totally apt 

For the wisdom of her makes all totally rapt 

The pain from the past, and the memory in cell 

Can now be taken away from the emotion of hell 

We can give up things that were holding us back 

Its finished with us, after starting from black 

The Hawk is done he will reseed no more 

For it is us now to continue the word 

Join one another and use compassion not malice 

And we can walk away with the magic chalice 

As the universe drinks in from the cup of life 

And watches the Earth finally come out of strife 

For technology and science and our cellular stuff 

Can create a world with love, is that not enough? 

Plastics and oil will be needed no more 

Pesticides and cages not needed as well 

Water not poisoned, no more in the well 

Vibration will be lifted.  At one with ourselves 

At One with each other.  At one with themselves 

The Elementals are now coming back out of the trees 

We’ll look after the fauna and down on our knees 

Will pray to each other to continue this state 

For we will no longer need ego or hate 

Look to the forests for knowledge once forgotten 



Clean up the vegetation, like our brains became rotten 

Remove all the blocks we require no more 

And fill ourselves up with happiness not war 

Look after each other when all is not great 

And with tears of joy we will refill the lake 

Abundant with fish and animal life 

The foreshores returned to brilliance once was 

The fencing torn down, the returning of life 

The flow of all things. The movement of change 

Quite different from now.  What we were doing was strange. 

Remember this now not keeping it strange 

We are one in the same and all wanting to change. 

So all moving forward as One and with past 

Let’s change for the better and make it all last.   AMEN 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



4. NATURE 

 

Have you looked at the beauty of the plants and the shrubs 

The bold colours of change to the wee little grubs 

The cactus and flowers and roots of the plants 

Digging into the soil and making their stance 

The great Photukawa its brilliance out now 

Ignites at fire feeding tuis and owls 

For the owl has the knowing the knowledge of all 

Relates to the faery and humans alike 

Warns all what is happening except those he will strike 

For an owl has to eat, like all living things 

Sometimes kills for survival but an intention of good 

For in that intention like all other choice things 

Starts with good or bad, this one being good 

No corruption or ego and not killing for fun 

This critter was dinner and this night had a bad run 

I have seen the plant faces, and in different ways 

In lots of places and different shapes 

The old bearded man looking from a hanging basket 

The wise old tree faces also quite lasting 

The breaking of twigs or rustle of leaves 

A bird – animal, what are you please? 

We look all around and we see not a thing 

A track, folded grass broken leaf what was there? 

Are the Elves and Goblins hiding nearby? 

The tingling of things our straightening of hair.  Who’s watching? 

This feeling I’m getting, I’ll try 

To imagine the fae in my mind’s eye 

Then protecting the trees don’t cut them they’ll cry 

For when picking a plant use hands not a saw 

As the intention is different 

One’s for love the other’s against Faery Law 

The use of steel is cold and hard 

The attack on the wood how will we starve 

It is only one tree or so our brain says 

But they are all connected and they help us all to breathe 

For it is not just one tree, or just one day 

It is most of our trees, they are going away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Oxygen 

 

Gasses are forming that we do not filter 

The atmosphere is changing, thicker and siltier 

Repairing the ozone is now what we need 

Meditation with intension all should be our creed 

For the hole can be closed and lay lines repaired 

Allowing the energy to flow and us finally to care 

To look after the Earth and what’s at stake 

Look after ourselves it’s not what to fake 

The Natives old cultures we can look back and see 

The beauty they had the balance was there 

The Hopi, the Mayans the last ones to care 

The cycle of time the Kali Ugar is done 

The Mayan calendar too as that is now gone 

The Hopi suggest 2012 is the time to be One 

One is the number the number of joins 

This number was created down in our loins 

Our physical being created for all 

Is now being reunited with our soul from the fall 

The winter is over the sun will now shine 

Coming out from the darkness and with our light in a line 

Can continue evolution our movement our toil 

This time we can be one with the soul.   AMEN 

 

 
 

 



6. CREATION 

 

It’s not what you think, it’s easy to do 

Just think of a thing, draw a path and just do 

What’s stopping you now, is it them or just money 

No it’s your thinking, wow it’s in your head honey 

Don’t worry if it fits with what’s out there now 

Your thinking is smart, it gets in there POW 

Taking over your mind, what can you do? 

Just go with it, as this is your mind, it’s you 

All these things we think in our head 

From the ether they come, are we being led? 

To not do what we see as a matter of cost 

It’s humanity that suffers.  Through us is a loss,   AMEN 

 

7. PROSPERITY 

 

Moving through life, through rules we do see 

Choices are made and stubborn we be 

Creating a trench, doing things just the same 

Gives us a fear, we need a crane 

The longer we go the trenches get deeper 

Without seeing the all, we all become weaker 

We close off our minds, but continue to function 

Living with our eyes closed, bitterness takes hold 

We stop being warm, we’re closed off and cold 

We think everyone’s wrong but we are right 

Fuck off, go into the Light 

For in the light, creation can be 

What have you heard, what have you seen 

What can you think of, what can you do 

Don’t close your mind off and sit on the loo 

What do I want, what do I need 

How can I get it you ask to your being? 

The answer is there write if you’ll see 

For money is energy that’s all it is 

Put your mind to a task it will be a whizz 

If your plan is real big, draw a line take small steps 

But continue the plan and stick out your neck 

Stay true to your path and do not falter 

For only you can lead yourself on a halter 

With your energy firmly held on the path 

The money will flow and will only last 

Until the task is complete and the choice being done 

Pick again   I dare you have fun.   AMEN  



8. UNIVERSE 

 

Starting from nothing a speck or a spot 

Became consciousness of how when where and what 

An explosion of mind as seen in the rock 

Expanded out to create just what we’ve got 

A universe created all in our mind 

Of civilizations most floating or wild 

Different planes that we live on and with different vibe 

That earth was created for the first physical tribe 

Original man was created in black 

And with three times creation had taken us back 

Human is troubled as he can’t handle choice 

With knowledge implanted talking A1 of course 

This is our last chance we must use what we’ve got 

Create a great planet rid ourselves of the rot 

A new world is coming a hope from the past 

Create what we need, create it to last 

Old habits we have – rules we don’t need 

Cast them into cellular fires – please 

If it’s not good for the planet, do it no more 

For greatness is ready to come to the fore 

Think only ideas that help for the soul  

This will always be good for one and the whole 

Help with the movement keep jus on track 

Get rid of interest give bankers the sack 

Stop poisoning our waters, contamination our food 

Sex as a hobby was becoming too lude 

Bring back to nature those that you can 

Teach them to fish, give them that hand 

Put pride back into man, give his mind a rest 

For then he can move back as one passing his test 

The infinite knowledge can be then tapped once more 

Finally we can move through the door 

Showing our neighbours just what they thought 

EARTH IS BEAUTIFUL AND CANNOT BE BOUGHT.   AMEN 

 

 

 



9. FORWARD 

 

Discover it now discover it all 

The man on the land the man on the shore 

All are just one, one and the same 

A collective group is this not insane 

Whatever you do, you must do with love 

For if you do not, remember the dove 

What we create must be good for the whole 

As we affect each other, a ripple in a bowl 

The butterfly wings, a vibration of one 

Can create a violent storm when joined with everyone 

Careful of intention with whatever we do 

Without thought of meaning we can affect you  

I do enjoy writing this writing of words 

Faith is created, the flapping of birds 

On the wings of great eagles now it is said 

That holistic dreaming will come into your head 

Visions of greatness looking down from above 

Is quite fitting really, fits like a glove 

Evolution is expansion, to the knowledge of all 

Magnetics are changing, it has moved to the soil 

Poles that are melting is part of the plan 

Earth cycles continue, detriment of man 

Detriment yes if our action is lacking 

Heads of earth not telling the truth need sacking 

Hiding from us what we all need to hear 

Is not helping humanity, turning us into the deer 

We’ll get caught in the headlights, unable to move 

Or we’ll run into the night unable to return 

Prepare ourselves for the coming event 

It’s not written in stone, the message is not sent 

Bring us to fruition, fruition of all 

Move into the night not into the fall 

Winter was here then and we are transitioning now 

Don’t go back into the past just move forward.  How? 

Light your way forward – don’t just follow on mass 

Think for yourself, through source and with wit 

Do what’s right for all.  Be not a nitwit.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10.  PROPHECIES 

 

If dooms sayers are right some might be aware 

2012 is the year, the year to an end care 

The signs are all here for all us to see 

Nostradamus’s writings, prophecies of He 

Mayan legends dating 2012 total consciousness then 

Hopi Indians pointing to the stars of heaven 

Quetzecoathal is one name of the sign 

If appearing in the sky will be of divine 

Fire brimstone pestilence and starvation all come then then say 

Appears to me then most of us will be going away 

If the planet survives and I’m thinking it will 

Maybe left with a few and from now to until 

Idiocies may be ended for that I am sure 

Finally that should have been the final war 

One last chance for man on a beautiful land 

To destroy what he has with all that he can 

To live miserably forever and left just in his brain 

May be able to see what could have been 

Sadness to hold the planet is we 

For it was told this was to be the way 

And for the sheep we continue today 

To disbelieve the world could change thus 

Stay on the back of the bus 

For your mind is closed nothing new can come in 

Can we get away from the predictions of nothing but sin 

You can change all predictions you just have to choose 

Our actions can change all that will be 

Satisfactions a vice in all you and me 

The minority holding us all to ransom now 

Will be quashed by the masses in a uniform row 

Write the new charter for us all to see 

With the minimum rules put upon you and me 

Compassion and help given to those who renege 

Shall enhance our living it’s said 

Love is the only way 

Change today.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. PAM 

 

I tried to help, my heart was out 

You took it wrong – why all the doubt 

Your daughter came to us looking for help 

She needed someone to listen to her, need her heartfelt 

She came up on the cards – a trauma she had 

To have a baby with him, and end up quite sad 

Or to end it with him cause he’ll stay on the drugs 

And travel her life free of the bugs 

Your mother was mad – she blamed your stuff upon me 

Forty years as a friend, glad was not she 

I don’t have anything to say what to decree 

To honour thyself your daughter and you and me 

We tried contacting you too – we weren’t very glad 

But your poison had worked – no contact was had 

No family news anymore – or from Shona ay 

We expected as much – never ask us to stay 

Our paths we were on – must have come to a fork 

And without realising it our friendship now does not work 

The spirituality got in the way – nothing new 

You couldn’t get over it so created this blew 

One day we will see what transpired here this time 

I don’t know about you – but I am now feeling fine 

Control was the issue – you just couldn’t let be 

I know you were worried for your child as were we 

You are forgiven – o hope you can forgive me 

I still love you Pam.  God bless thee.   AMEN 

 

 
 

 

 



12. FARMING 

 

We started with nothing, where would it lead 

To fortunes unknowing – sowing a seed 

We put out the vibe that we wanted anew 

And a short time later wore another shoe 

It was farming – was this to be right 

Was it a dream would it turn out alright 

We needed some cows – and no money we had 

So picked up a herd and we were glad 

We did up the farmhouse ready to start out 

But it was a lie she wanted us gone – pout 

So we found a place and better it was sound 

And the cows started calving and then soon we found 

Mastitis rife and herd of chopper cows 

Deaths and diseases who why what how 

I had no idea what to do and now 

The landlord was angry less milk was the go 

What’s wrong he said?  Near punches were thrown 

A season is all before I had an idea 

To find a farm for myself and leave this queer 

We moved to a place right next to dad 

Was scary to buy the ½ mill we didn’t have 

We continued on, with the same crappy cows 

But the generator run shed stopped running now 

Our income was half that it should have been 

I got leptospirosis – nearly died.  It wasn’t seen 

A bug into my skin through cuts in my hand 

Threw me in hospital I just couldn’t stand 

The back breaking work, the farm was a mess 

I couldn’t help Jenny – was under some stress 

Off farm I did work to help cover the bills 

Alcohol was chosen instead of the pills 

Sold silos and gear to pay for the power lines 

We threw out the old gen set and hoped for new times 

My sister came calling – had been overseas 

A long time she was gone – I was down on my knees 

She brought me a book – Rich dad, Poor dad 

Didn’t think it would help – didn’t read much and was sad 

But I did read that book three times in a week 

And during the night after grog and a sleep 

Got back my adrenalin and my nouse 

Two months later we’d purchased a house. 

The numbers were good – and all seemed to work 

So another was purchased, bloody great birk 



My farm practice changed and I went out of the box 

With no money then, I created this how 

It didn’t come from farming, from a god damned cow 

A package was brought to us – a check and some food 

For we were doing it hard – my kids and my wife 

Not much help anywhere we will still quite in strife 

Then from over the ditch her uncle did say 

He wanted to buy a property and move away 

He tried all he could but his bankers said no 

He’d done all he could but wasn’t in with a show 

I’d gone down to see what he’d wanted to do 

And another idea came to mind – was I shrewd? 

I’ll try to buy it I had nothing to lose 

My brain racked for months how what to do 

The books all suggested see the owner ok 

Hash a deal talk it out each have a say 

200 dollars later was all that we had 

I’d bought another farm and my wife was sad 

Her dad was dying he was on his last 

Then we were told of stamp duty that thing made us fast 

For we had to sell the herd of mistakes 

To make way for our new tasty cake 

One month later the change was immense 

With new cows to milk finally made sense 

Double the quantity back into the vat 

We could now hold our head up – it was just like that 

Once again we created what was needed the most 

More houses more paddocks more land and more toast 

With all the changes we forged ahead 

Unaware of the consequences in front of the dead 

Exhausted we were – it just didn’t matter 

The mind got tired – the fingers did splatter 

Again to the hospital was this a sign 

Jenny said enough it was time to resign 

We sold the farm to pay off the bills 

And took an overseas trip – a year with all frills 

Too finally look and what we’d achieved 

And to catch up with each other we’d hardly seen.   AMEN 

 

 

Sometimes life is tough…. 

 

 

 

 



13.  MIDAS 

 

In this lifetime since I began 

Strange things have been happening some stuff when I ran 

I couldn’t explain the things that I felt 

If I spoke of it often would then get the belt 

The colours I saw around kids of my age 

Was hesitant to speak of or get stuck in a cage 

The ghostly presence in the house we reside 

Were there sometimes other times they would hide 

UFO’s were quite common we saw quite a few 

Colourful sometimes and without a sound 

Sometimes they were seen surveying the ground 

Extinct Tazzy tiger once crossed my path 

Was amazing to see but that wasn’t the last 

The fabled Black Panther walked onto the farm 

Sometimes when in the forest I’d felt I’d be harmed 

A big white fireball once went slowly overhead 

Wasn’t sure what that was but didn’t have dread 

Once heard a voice that I know wasn’t mine 

And once said some words in Maori also not mine 

The presence of things in houses I buy 

I can change by renovation and light 

They usually come out good and look alright 

My intuition is good, I go with the gut 

Easy this way.  Don’t get stuck in a rut 

Have been learning a lot.  That’s what we do 

Programming ourselves with all that’s anew 

Again we are changing always for the better 

If you want to know how then read this letter 

To cut with the scissors or sometimes a cutter 

Selling ice to Eskimo’s my words are like butter 

A walk through the woods and up on the trail 

Looked out to sea, was there a whale?  

Not this time though I should have drunk Moet 

Cause I came off the Mountain and became a poet.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14.  XMAS 

 

The kids are excited we get into the Ute 

We’d put in the axe, the tree would be beaut 

We drove up the road, looking for pine 

And up on the highway found one that’s fine 

We turned off the motor and listened for quiet 

With no sound around we ripped in and cut it down 

We dragged it so fast throwing it on the back 

That we took off real quick and in nothing flat 

Excited we were for stealing a tree  

Not getting caught not you and me.   

We dragged it inside – stood it up on a wall 

And we got into decorating – having a ball 

Presents were wrapped and placed strategically  

With hidden names – we had to be sneaky  

To see whose was whose, have lots of fun 

The whole family is coming fun in the sun 

Here they come run, run, run, 

Lots of hugs and kisses and finally  

Let the festivities start 

Merry Xmas.    

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

15.   CAT 

 

Have you noticed the cat? 

His movements are soft yet alert nothing flat 

Whiskers are sensitive – is there a rat? 

With his nose twitching – knowing whatever’s around 

Prey nearing closer – heart starting to pound 

Tail with excitement – starting to drool 

Eyes wide with cells – ready to pounce 

Not giving an inch – not even an ounce 

Movements are agile – he hits his prey quick 

Was it a mouse or just an old stick? 

Play for a minute bored for the next 

What else is around, and just like a text 

The tapping of the food can – something to eat 

I love being a cat, it’s such a treat.    

AMEN 

 

 

 

 

16. 

 

Forward we walk, feet tired and sore 

Evolution we find, has somewhat been a chore 

Many times we have come, to advance the species 

Reincarnate we have – in so many places 

Memories of old memories of new 

Emotions to release sometimes through snotty flu 

We cough it up we spit it out 

Removing stuff that makes us pout 

Taking our fears away, we find that life 

Is better, and from out of our strife 

Forward movement is created – very nice 

Ideas tick over, as only they do 

Magic starts happening, for me and for you 

Vibration is lifted, all looking up 

This is the time we can drink from the cup 

Cups overflow – abundance is here 

Thank God for legs – I need some beer.   

 AMEN 

 

 

 



17. 

 

The tide is right in, and high 

Its glass, calmness, stillness why 

In the current of all things, the movement I clung 

Energy bodies or mass in solace we sung 

Of the harmony the views one with peace 

To sail upon her would be nice 

Cut a line across what looks like ice 

It is not a day for wind in our sails 

For without wind we flounder like snails 

A power boat is what we need 

To move through with hasty and speed 

Waves and ripples we leave 

Until the calmness recedes 

And it goes back to calmness stillness and flat.   AMEN 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



18 

 

I woke up with a small meow, let me in 

The cat at the window in the dim 

With light coming up and the singing of birdsongs 

Not much movement, quiet visions in throngs 

Light clouds forming into the blue 

That was growing for today`s me and you 

The ocean is quiet, the tide is right at the top 

Yesterday we paddled together our maiden hop 

And a penguin came near a real amazing thing 

It was a day for new critters I think. 

As I played with a hedgehog oh so cute 

When I tickled the side of his neck he thought beaut 

We are blessed where we are, it’s insane 

The water the views, mountains rocks no pain 

Is what you get in a place such as this? 

Why hadn’t we done this before, was it not the time? 

All that we needed was a changing of mind 

With our spiritual growth staying open to such 

A change like this was immediate and much 

Can be put down to, a willingness to learn 

Nothing around us is of much concern 

Yes inspired I am while I’m living here 

The beauty of all, the smell –and no fear 

For those stuck in a place look at your space   

If you can’t find the beauty then move.   

Now excuses there are, to not change 

No money? Poor baby that’s strange.  

Everyone in your state has the same excuses except – 

Poor one get out of your head.  

Look not at the can’t, but only the can 

A move offers new things – new opportunity – new friends 

For a while you’ll be happy while you’re out of the trends 

That kept you prisoner and under the thumb 

Government rules, friend’s lives, all made you numb 

To work on yourself, and forgive all in your past 

Is the greatest gift in the world, and at last 

You find yourself at the head of your list 

Deserving of an amazing big kiss 

You got out of the shit 

Paradise is out there, a great place to live 

Where you will find peace - to yourself give.   AMEN 

 

 



19 

 

Did I go onto the mountain in jest? 

Maybe I went for the views, be a guest? 

In finding the soul of our being 

It is in the seeing – an ancient place of wondering 

For the noises you hear are quite different 

Rustling leaves – movements deliberate 

Back into a time once forgot 

Is the feeling I get up on top 

The clarity of One in us all 

Majestic magnetic and tall 

With the mist moving in, and the covering of things 

Vision changes is it less that we see? 

Or are the closeness of things now brighter and we 

Feel a closeness that we are a part 

A universal being a speck from the start 

Beauty it’s found when it comes from the heart 

Every part of this place is unique 

From the tree species the soils and the peak 

To sit top of a mountain and speak 

Shows from what has come forth from the speck 

Physical bodies a head and a neck 

Conscious minds emotional feelings the whole 

Took its time from the gravel and coal 

Came this planet of choice  

Spirit physic and moist 

Our bodies bleed then they die 

We’re reborn 

With our souls all eternal is what 

We come back to learn evolve and help 

We transition from one to the next 

Back to One after finishing our test 

The mountain stands steadfast and true 

Through severe storms he stays cemented in glue 

Our transitioning times are seen through his vibes 

Starting early from tribes then transgressing to 

Where we are now.  He smiles.   

For he is all that  

A mountain.   

A beautiful mountain.   AMEN 

 

 



 
 

20.  STUDENTS 

 

We went to the class rooms to learn 

For the system created was stern 

And to train you and me to be one of the sheep 

And stay perilously forever in herd mentality 

You must be part of the system, and do 

Who controls this, and what can we do 

This great architect must have wanted a zoo 

Created laws, chained us in cages 

Created, and all done in the dark ages 

Helped those at the top get the workers 

Do you think these systems are still valued? 

Or like dangerous poisons killing us now 

Our sense of freedom sole purpose and joy 

Taken from us, putting us into the void 

Time tested is done, we want back into the One 

The excitement creation and fun 

Self-worth, self-fulfilment now need to be taught 

Not old rules slash systems we are still caught 

But to honour thyself, no more lies 

Bring back to each other, our pride 

Massed produced shit, was the name of the day 

Bring back one offs, with wisdom and style 

For this is what, an individual needs 

These mass produced trinkets, are not what we need 

We need Creation, coming out of our head 

Value it`s said, is from not being bled 

But bleeding on what’s from your head.   AMEN 



 

                   21.  GUNSLINGER 

 

I rode into town for some grub 

Being hungry my horse and my gun 

Feeling angry of injustices I felt dread 

Don’t rile me today you’ll get lead 

I’m not in the mood – I’m hungry you fool 

What’ll two bits get me is unclear 

If I put on my mask they’ll show fear 

No more money to pay – an ending this way 

Feed me now pass the beer keep away 

From the corner of my eye I can see 

A dark gentleman looking at me 

He approaches me to say – don’t walk straight at me I say 

And he offers work for some money today 

Go down yonder to the Breakdown Saloon where 

You’ll find Bill and some mates and his heir 

I want them all dead 20 dollars a head 

For they raped my wife burned my homestead and lead 

All my cattle to slaughter in their name 

Sheriff told me with no proof not to blame 

But I want them all gone – sick of right but need wrong 

Will you do it – that’s all that I have 

As a drifter I’m now full.  I hear his pleads 

For that money and injustice I’ll wipe the disease 

For I too do not like that tide 

Off being stepped on being taken for a ride 

A pleasure I’ll get to stamp on the neck 

Of the injustice t’was done to you sir 

Another jug down my throat is my time to stir 

I walk down to the bar with the pray unaware 

Burst into the doorway without a care 

I call them out to give them a chance 

Then a rapid burst of gunfire a stance 

One pleads for mercy but returns to God 

I empty their pockets and take what I can 

In holding that pistol I feel like a man 

Destructive and powerful all that I am 

My life over I look down and reflect 

On my murderous life the stampings of neck 

My learning is done – next life a nun.   AMEN 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

22.   HERBS 

 

Lettuce leaves tomatoes and herbs 

Are growing quite well, they’ve taken off 

The veg and garden booming we’re able to scoff 

All of this food, were growing ourselves 

Are helping immensely – ways we can’t understand 

Why does home grown taste better, is it and it can 

Be that the love and joy to produce it now 

Enhances flavours and taste and pride not sour 

As all that we do is a picture of you 

And the meal you’ve created is wow.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



23. 

 

What is great of death? 

It is the finish of thing – a rest 

A completion of sorts – an end? 

That is sort of true – but the start of new 

Rebirth is then born – new age and warm 

Something new comes along – species or song 

Creation is here – a matter of choices 

If you can’t work it out - listen to voices 

They are right there inside you 

No this is not crazy – it’s rather exciting 

If said in your voice it is your soul singing 

If in another tongue it’s your guide coming through 

If you listen – they’re here to help you 

You may get a feeling, you might get a sign 

If an animal appears tow the totem line 

Create what you want create it for good 

Wherever they’re dying then it’s understood 

Rebirthing just happens, a new start 

You can’t ever stop it, you just are a part 

Of this brand new beginning, an umbilical cord 

New fork in the road a valley or ford 

Can be crossed in an instant 

Restart and renew.    

 

 
 

 



24.   RUBBISH 

 

 Once long ago without laws 

People existed and we were enthralled 

No rights and no wrongs the nature of things 

A place when boys could be boys 

No titles no clothing no excuses just is 

No rubbish no fencing or bottles of fizz 

Total Oneness with all that’s around 

Hearing and vision the acuteness and sound 

All you used decomposed back into the ground 

But it’s not the same anymore 

Though the millennia we went through some doors 

Rubbish is now found all around.   

That cannot decompose in the ground 

A terrible sight becomes a terrible plot 

For the generations what should have been rotten, now not 

And the rules for everyone are for all us to fear,  

And the trash will continue to come here 

If we don’t stop the unperishable and run 

A campaign which eradicates the junk 

The world would smell like a skunk,  

And we’d likely to be, besides you and me,  

Stuck in a glue pot of yuk! 

 

 
 

 

 

 



25. 

Invention to me, is likely to be, our chance but we need luck 

Cause whatever’s made today, will be hidden away 

Unless money is made in the their say 

So we’ll invent what’s required for ease 

And eradicate this god damned disease 

And develop what nature requires 

To dig up the piles of this horrible mess 

Put it back into something desirable yes 

Help Mother Earth back from the brink is the test 

Try not to use or buy non-perishables 

Paper bags not plastic glass containers etc.  

And the recycling of things 

No need to be thrown away anymore.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

26.  FRACTIONS 

 

The practice of religion is thwart 

With fractional ideas you are taught 

The severity of such congregation too much 

Takes extremism outward and bold 

Man murders and killings are cold 

And in hindsight thought of doing was right 

Repetition brainwashing was sold 

Who does wonder the scripture be true? 

Was the case why the world is so blue? 

Colour the world with some red via killing instead 

Because others believe a different view 

Grow up take a different stance 

Put the other beliefs in together take a chance 

Cause believe it or not was a terrible plot 

Instead to unify – we’re fractionalized and bought 

Our religions should not be the only one sought 

All have parts are true rest made up for you 

To hate fellow man, not to love.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 



27.  UN 

 

Have you been to America and seen 

UN building twisted gun barrel so keen 

To uphold the view 2012 would be the end 

World poverty, terrorism and send 

Us all into the new world anew 

Are they working for peace do you think 

Or are they shovelling the bullshit that stinks 

Media helps keep them in good stead 

Most have no idea we be lead 

With a lead round our necks till we’re dead 

Who runs this particular show of function? 

Start with Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction 

Then the media at large starts a whole heap of garb 

So we can take over their country and bomb them 

Next on the list, tough to do Alkieda very bad too 

So to believe this with flowers.  Used the two towers 

And a bad guy we could blame it on and go after 

Osama was now on the run.  UN having some fun 

If we believe the lies UN’s on our side 

Peace doctors UN they are not 

Their bullshit to all has to stop 

Taking over countries old chiefs,  

All for world peace 

The largest military takeover.  It is not 

How’s the agenda for what have they got 

A blueprint of man to be held in a can 

Is this the final war to end all wars? 

World war three we are in I am sure 

For they are smart.  We dare dumb, can’t endure 

The media spreads – words – emotion, incorrect 

Insurgent tactics very direct 

And for out of the fray we have nothing to say 

As it seems all is very correct. 

Silent war to end all wars 

The new blueprint for all is descent 

Divide them as such cause the willingness in touch 

Will be stamped on like a boot on your neck 

What is to be gained I ask 

Why are we looking through rose coloured glass? 

Do we know what’s in store after every last door 

Is broken down we are beaten and crushed. 

Total takeover is now being rushed 

Remember the martyrs after the years 



Who tried to stop stuff ending family tear`s 

The martyrs who have ended up dead needed to see 

From 1 started 2 then moving to be 

Creates a movement of peaceful concern 

Can move through the masses.  A pope interned 

Humanity together humanity as One 

Can take over the planet put back the fun 

Rid the power hungry people greed ego the like 

Stick them in a box back on their bike 

Make rules for the many rules for all 

Make them minimal let’s be sure 

Our new set of rules will show compassion by all 

Environment matters get rid of the oils 

Housing for everyone recycle what’s here 

Less and less wastage stuff that we feared 

All choices healthy kids to your peers 

Really love your neighbour.  No fear.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



28. FISH 

 

Since being at Reotahi ensuring this day 

We see a pod of Orca feeding on, stingray  

Majestic big creatures a vision that’s freed 

Different from the dolphins as they separate to feed 

I need to watch as long as I can 

Sometimes herding them onto the sand 

Breaking the surface and twisting back down 

The dance of the feeding enjoyment of man 

Dolphins are quite different in that  

They stay together likely that of a pack 

Using the surface as something to leap 

In a kaleidoscope of symmetry and peace.   

Over and under they’re curling round.   

Showing the fun in clowning then down 

Back into the deep and into the group 

There creatures dead low they would stoop. 

Mystical creatures not be put on your plate 

Contemplate this or your fate  

Magnificent creatures will not be undone 

Compassion world – have fun 

I’ve seen two penguins now playing around 

Whangarei Harbour is an aquatic fairground 

Get out of your cities – move out to a place  

Where the magical stuff happens – it’s not too late 

The uplifting feelings you get from your heart 

Absolute love just begins a whole new start 

A beautiful landscape this beautiful port. 

Bays abound with wildlife, here this is sort 

The fishes abundant no need for fear 

Trawling appears lightweight, vegetation still here 

Keeping the fish, population strong.  

It’s wrong to allow drag nets, yes it is wrong 

Keep being positive – keep well alive 

Bring up your snorkels – go out for a dive 

Whangarei Heads - Reotahi.    

AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



29.  CLOUDS 

 

You have looked to the heavens  

Have you looked to the sky? 

Sometimes puffy white clouds pass us by 

Look at the outlines the colours and shades 

The light white ones are happy the grey ones do say 

That rain may be coming, put your washing away 

The black clouds look ominous, put fear into some 

For others lightning and thunder will miraculously come 

And the light show is marvellous.  Shows the power above 

Then there’s the cracking of thunder so powerfully loud 

All starting from one, a soft beautiful cloud.  

Natural made objects in a mind of their own 

Once while in Queensland the sky went all green 

The motorists then scattered knowing just what it means 

That ice cubes or hailstones were now on the cards 

And those still on the roads get dents in their cars 

In Victoria we’ve had, blood red in the sky 

Know bushfires are about, hope everyone’s alright 

It’s not very often no clouds are observed 

With the sun beating on you there’s nowhere to hide 

Until a shadow starts moving over the tide 

Clouds for protection will help our planet cool 

Needed for ozone the protection of all 

Give praise to our clouds a gift of the Lord.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



30.  CITY STRUGGLE 

 

Into the city the bustle of life 

People living very closely are sometimes in strife 

If unhappy the closeness driver you insane 

Doesn’t matter where you go there’s noise like a train 

Penetrates deep, moving you into a loll 

Drugs can be used.  I like alcohol. 

My emotions run rife, I sometimes abuse 

My wife, my kids, my neighbours, until 

A police presence come – yeah what have I done? 

Come with me they will say – you’ve had your fun 

I’ll end up going quietly I’ve done this before 

Play up any more my head will be cracked on the door 

This time it seems different, something was said 

A court order later – fines on my head 

Nowhere to live, kicked out, new border 

What the fuck? a restraining order 

So it happens again from the pattern of hate 

That this life is shit and I’m drinking again 

Start looking for trouble no need for a friend 

Life is unfair, that’s the way it’s always been 

Downtrodden as children – be heard and unseen 

No encouragement no help, parents are fools 

Hurting not helping, using kids as your tools 

To hurt one another, illegitimate case 

Help your damn children survive for the race 

Build a bridge out of your situation, help them to cross 

Encourage them over, there won’t be a loss 

They’re already engaging as smart as a whip 

They’ll do well, drag you over, a very short trip 

So don’t numb your pain.  Use it and feel 

Move out of the predicament, roll with the wheel 

Change your situation – big steps are the best 

For the quicker you move, you stay ahead of the rest 

Life will be better – this you will know 

With all changing movement. New seeds need to be sown.   AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 



31.  COUNCIL 

 

I woke up this morning after dreams I’m perturbed 

These systems we live with make me disturbed 

For to continue to do, what we’d like to do 

We must find always, new ways around the old rules 

For as rules are broken they add more rules on top 

This way and that way, which way will we hop? 

Why so complicated, why all the mess 

All of us now are completely in stress 

Do we need all these departments? or need for their job 

For they trip over each other and report to the knob 

Who is but a rules man to keep each one in line? 

Do it exactly right or be charged with a fine 

Fine but what of each rule where contradictions are said 

To be rife in the councils, be cautious in head 

We move to the next phase wary not to offend 

To get a member offside, maybe it’s your end 

I would like to shake up the councils, in which 

Puts problems in front you, not even a stitch 

To help you move forward, with direction and ease 

Gods they be, don’t want blame, must appease 

Amalgamate departments, do away with the book 

It’s time to completely change the whole council look 

Work with each job collectively, together as one 

Find solutions to problems, being fair and just 

No more need for Hitler’s, their game not to budge 

By working together, no more need for drudge 

Togetherness the way forward, no one person in charge 

Working together as one, is for the better at large 

How else would you do it, why else would it be 

For the systems in place now, don’t help you or me 

We should apply to the government, to have them change all the rules,  

And to give them a date for those Rules to be used.   

And we’ll work together from now until then,  

Cause the system must change and change with a bang.   

Let the now come on in and the old one go hang.   AMEN 

 

 
 

 



32. 

 

We were sick of the horse and cart? 

Intention to invent, something to start 

3 ideas came along, horseless carriage it was  

One in steam one gasoline and one was Electric  

No one back then understood – That current was better than wood 

For lightning was rare, so to our despair 

That because oil was chosen for costs unfair 

Drove off dwellers when black stuff surfaced their land 

Money and greed and murder and force used off hand 

An industry was born sideways movement forlorn 

Out of waste, fertiliser plastics were born 

As plastics now part of our bed 

One man forgotten is said 

Had a gift heaps of knowledge been thwarted 

Was so creative in ways part recorded 

Tesla was the Alterative current.   

Free energy he made, made abhorrent 

Patents were swift and were fast.   

Wireless was taken and last 

Marconi was credited on Tesla’s plans 

Generated current set on stands 

But it was Edison who invented the bulb 

Tesla died with pneumonia broken and cold 

Not to mention him as part of the fold 

Would leave a hole in this part of the story 

As he worked for the wrong people with money 

His inventions were locked up and hidden 

While he died a poor man bed ridden 

Electric vehicles to would have ticked all the ticks 

No emissions devastation bad fuel plastics 

100 years later our world have been zipping along 

Magnetics being part of the good world throng 

Can you imagine a world such as this? 

The feeling of such what a kiss 

Most pollution you would find,  

Could only be thought in the mind 

But a thought like that wouldn’t be fixed 

So get off your asses and move.   

Help us back on the sustainable groove 

Put electric on tap –  

Give the bankers the sack 

Because we want movement and the cost to be free.   

That’s what Tesla wanted to see 



Free energy for all   

From ugly power lines to walls 

It was there.  It is there.  Can’t you see? 

Move forward go electric make it free 

It’ll help everyone we know.   

Let’s go with the flow 

In the words all immortal.    

Electric up. Let it be! 

  AMEN 

 

 

 
 

 

 

33.  COUNTRY 

 

Why is this country in crisis? 

Earthquakes, oil spills are beside us 

Why do we sell off our assets? 

Don’t understand how this can possibly help us 

Like emotional pain.  Is looking inside us insane 

No it’s the only possible cure that we’ve got 

This government where size is so great 

Is near impossible to set up recreate 

But in most of us still know we can and we will 

Work together back on track just try us 

Where is the info to start?   

How do we start pull apart? 

Dissect what is needed, eject what is not 

Make sure all are feed not let stuff rot 

Get national system for the scrapping of food 

Reuse as a food bank or make new animal drool 

Smarten up with our housing put us all on a test 

Give ownership to people make them fix their own mess 

Allow no sale of ownership for those in distress 



For you will instigate diatribe not work for the best 

Make them pay for the property unable to mortgage the nest 

To any institution that may claim any sort of debt 

No person would say that this not for the best 

Create wealth for the nation internally first 

Give free electricity then phone if it works 

Add fees to rates for such things no more monthlies and yes 

Clean up councils and bring to councils new zest 

For the unemployed must be given three days a week 

To work for the dole on the projects we seek 

This is a fair compromise for those that do work 

For a bludgers a bludger just a bloody dork 

Now I know they won’t like it and grizzle a lot 

For instead of boiling, and simmering the pot 

We all will feel better if they do a job 

For the movement of energy will then change us all 

We’ll all be healthier for in summer and fall 

To render us valuable is all we must do 

Remember the whale and remember MU 

The knowledge inside us will be bought to the front 

And Australia, New Zealand will get some valuable grunt 

Show the world how it’s don’t, be all we can be 

Be the beacon of change the world has not seen.   AMEN 

 

 
 

 

 

 



34.   

 

Honour us when, honour us now 

We have come a long way down pours and showers 

Moving from black, move forward we have 

Three times we’ve met Horus, from beyond has been back 

With knowledge implanted each time through his seed 

We have restarted over after a devastating deed 

No more he will come.  Last chance is with us 

The knowledge is in us. Stop looking for lust 

Impurity down through the ages.  DNA was the key 

Operations performed for all us to see 

Miracles of science through a marvel of study 

Move us slowly forward as our new rules are bloody 

As these new rules do bind us a new ceiling we find 

That all science breakthroughs make past breakthroughs blind 

Conjecture is ended, as with each new, validate first 

A scientist’s validation is a scientist’s thirst 

Go to your feelings open your mind.   

Breakthroughs will come then easily.  Just give it a try 

Modern technology has now aged is no more 

As the next in the sequence comes into the fore 

But look back now, and look what I’ve said 

Have these so called alien species ever been read 

Are they terrible beings set out to kill us? 

Or has Horus`s mob been helping us? 

Through the ages and yes repopulating our globe 

With knowledge implanted will test our resolve 

At what we can be, for the riddle we solve 

Is the riddle of we, where we are the test? 

Look to the past, the answers are there 

In the statues the carvings the scriptures do stare 

The glyphs tell the stories Egyptians know well 

They Mayan stories what he Hopi can sell 

Chinese and the Tibetans need stop their despair 

For all in the game remember to care 

We are all part of the Oneness just look around 

History repeated data is found 

Alien races visiting Earth are we brothers in vein 

Existing the same through a different plane 

Gods it was said came down from the sky 

Today we call the visitors from above aliens you and I 

Technology they have to help us move on 

They come to show us when we unload our gun 

And they have been waiting a very long time 



Murder and weaponry was for a while our star sign 

They continue to help us, do you know why 

This planet is the first to join each physical tribe 

We are incarnate body and soul 

Choices were given for humanity as a whole 

Perspective is given to all that look down 

Pure love is always laid on us even in frown 

This is the planet of choice, beings being wary 

As only humanity in their ignorance are scary 

It’s we who could destroy the Universe our Planet 

Like a dive bombing bird we can drop like a gannet 

Into the oceans deep into the abyss 

Look after our planet, treat all as our friends 

Keep it real people change all bad trends 

Pray to the Universe into deliverance.   

Give us the tools to change our ways bad 

To give up the blame, did not come from our dad 

We love to look to the out and not look within 

But it’s within that holds all of our sin 

When will we save us? 

Rebirth a new end.   AMEN 

 

             

                               Rebirth 

 
 



35. 

 

Why did we make us, why are we here 

To enlarge the cycle enlarge the sphere 

We evolved from one consciousness out from the all 

And time un-consuming evolved to recall 

Together we were, together we did 

Everything together but not as a kid 

How to be childlike singularly getting a voice 

Creating a planet.  A planet of choice 

And move to the physical, try a bind with our soul 

Accomplished we did this and as with a good goal 

Completed the task but then floundered along 

As we tried to recall our memory not strong 

What’s on the horizon – what had we to do 

Did we realize emotion would be created and as a tool 

In turn gave us ego, greed, jealousy and hate 

Things that before we didn’t have on our plate 

And lies were made up to keep us in a state 

Which overlaid our soul’s purpose.  Lives partially black 

Loosing ourselves our connection nothing flat 

But a time line approaches was written in stone 

This line was our safeguard to look at ourselves 

To bring back the magic, remember the elves 

No more falling angels ourselves as a whole 

A new beginning coming from soul 

To radiate out knowing all that we can 

Love and light sent to all a fellow man 

Set up new guide lines no rules to be seen 

Protect our animals, birds, fishes be keen 

Create all that’s worthy nothing more 

Fix up the planet resettle the score.   AMEN 

 

 
 



36. 

 

What was in the temple that Solomon Built? 

What was under the floor hidden in silt? 

What were the secrets and how were they grown 

Who was in the history known? 

Why did the pope send some people in search? 

Knowing just what was under that church 

Who did he send, friars and jesters 

It was the brothers in arms, the Cristian knights Templars 

8 years the search, 8 years the waiting 

Digging under the ruins then finally something 

Taking their find, their secrets intact.   

Return then to Rome a matter of fact 

From there they enjoyed status quite good for a while 

Lands’ End in Scotland, Roslyn their child 

With the skull and bone symbol twin pillars and all 

Clues being left, read on the walls 

One fateful night, Rome in a plot 

Did murder most Templars asleep in their cot 

Some did escape under cover of dark 

To uphold the Templar code, uphold then mark 

New England was the place in the United States 

And make it they did.  The new world was great 

But as quick as they came, they then disappeared from view 

America developed most modern anew 

What happened to the secrets, where did they go? 

Did anonymity find them were they put ou on show? 

Signs that were hidden, lost in the past 

Are resurfacing now.  The owl and their caste 

In the street scapes of George Washington DC 

The owl represents knowledge, the old texts decree 

So the secrets are hidden a worry you know 

The skull and bones fraternity allows nothing to show 

Relations are made inside this hallow club 

President’s selected and other heads of this mob 

Practice weird rituals kept up from before 

Taken by the masses to be nothing no more 

Kept from the media no connections are made 

Their charter being secret no word out today 

Just watch in their actions make your own mind up 

A world history brief, surely shows you.  A cup 

Load of knowledge to help us in all 

Can break open the agenda, stop us to fall 

How we are being used, we don’t notice small ink 



In the pages are written our eyes stare and blink 

But the bones thinks so large, that most don’t comprehend 

We need to look at the world happenings look at the trend 

It`s easy to picture conspiracy and the like 

But look out it is factual, get on the net 

This world is sick of bloody secrets, you bet 

We must open this up and clean this shit out 

UN a tool, taking over countries no shout 

No one knows who they’re fighting.  A great travesty 

All back in the name of His Majesty  

Where have they been leading us our lives are now bogged 

While we are asleep we are lead like a dog 

Now we’re awakening and seeing that this 

We’re uncovering the bullshit our world in a tizz 

Keep asking questions, then to learn more 

Break through the ceiling don’t stay on the floor 

We can use our savant’s for the greatest of good 

And call to humanity not to be misunderstood 

To deliver us back to greatness that only we can 

Love each other both woman and man.   AMEN 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



37.  

 

Try what we want try what we like 

Have been told this is planet of choice might 

Lead us into greatness and lead us to loss 

Choice is the tough one like two up a toss 

Has anyone read The Only Planet of Choice 

It’s quite mind blowing.  Use a new voice 

Tom explains from the council of nine 

The way of the universe beings of different vibe 

Tribulations of man emotions unsteady 

Bottlenecking of Earth souls, Earth too heavy 

Things they can help us with, when we are ready 

With the one goal in mind just to life our vibration 

Bring forth a more light minded soul to creation 

From the dark ages, of power and greed 

Replenish our faith.  Love and compassion the new seed 

We can’t bring back to nature, what’s already lost 

But can embrace conservation all species the cost 

It doesn’t matter what matters is life 

Forget ego, no more hunger and strife 

We can move the mountains we have all that we need 

There’s abundance for all with most rules made for greed 

With compassion in mind money out of the way 

The masses can calm down rid us of grey 

Feeling good we’ll get lighter world moving forward 

Replenish our planet ourselves no more torment 

Do what’s in our heart and what’s in our soul 

Energy more positive keep this as our goal 

Strive only for goodness, goodness in all 

Bring back the beauty, no pick who to save 

All are created equal and leave it at that 

Harmony and peace creates ease 

Feeling this way gets rid of disease 

Put back into production old varieties and heed 

That all the old varieties were able to reseed 

All must together find the balance all whether 

To build on a future of which will be better 

Brighter and lighter, all souls on the quest 

Will have passed the next passage the latest test 

And no it’s not over that’s not how it works 

We are always evolving and although this hurts 

It will become easier.  Great being on Earth.   AMEN 

 

 



38. 

 

A burning desire to explain where we’ve been 

Our history, our ancestors put the our, in the poems please 

With a passion to show what goes on behind scenes 

And to open our dialogue lines for all to see 

Together we must know about what really goes on 

Behind scenes what’s the purpose is there a con 

To pick up our energy life up the vibe 

Much easier to do when there’s nothing to hide 

There are no gods on this planet no one man in charge 

Anyone remember propaganda do you know what that is 

Propaganda is lies created to keep us in check 

Now that you know that just look around 

If there’s anything you feel isn’t not right, check it out 

Propaganda was used in the past, to keep wars on track 

Many ways have been used, letter drops attack 

Now media’s king and we don’t know what is right 

So propaganda is the key to keep us on side 

The wool has been pulled over our eyes for too long  

Like a bride being kissed we are lifting the veil 

Start writing letters to all that can read 

Speak to the masses and get all to see 

Help us to move forward together, openness the way 

Bring forth the hidden bring light today 

Keep asking questions keep using your voice 

Take nothing for gospel, make the right choice  

One and all open our mouths, bring down the wall 

On deception that has been running us all 

Say to this world we won’t take this no more 

And put onto the net to the world the real score.   AMEN 

 

 



 

39 

 

I went up to the mountain and three quarters there 

Turned and came back down in despair 

For as this was in holidays and supposed delight 

The plant life up there was in terrible plight 

Some kids had gone before me breaking and pulling plants out 

Ecology again broken mindless acts another count 

Plus litter be discarded plastic and like 

No care for the environment the effect on our life 

We much teach thee the value of why you would not 

Destroy stuff for fun and to leave stuff that won’t rot 

The more you get into this the bigger it gets 

As each one of us just adds to a massive big mess 

Being so stupid leave ego behind and do a good deed 

Learn about great stuff plant a new seed 

You’ve got this inside you look and you’ll keep 

The knowledge of plant life roots that go deep 

Care for our planet as you have it as home 

Proof in the ground of our ancestors bone 

If you’re with some clown being tough, say no 

Care for this planet it is our home.   AMEN 

 

 
 

 

 



40. 

 

What is my future, what does it hold 

Can I get what I’m wanting, being so bold 

If you’re after something and someone says no 

You must see it as a test and give it a go 

For many paths there are to the thing that you want 

Plenty to say no which does test your resolve 

Continue and push and follow that dream 

To not strive for the outcome make your soul scream 

And if you don’t know what you want 

That too is simply fine.   

Try stuff contemplate try wine 

The happier you get and the calmer you’ll be 

Creativity then comes and your brain starts to see 

And the passion grows stronger and without toll 

You’ll have glimpsed upon your future.  

Have a ball.   AMEN 

 

 

41. 

 

The power of the wind is immense 

For camping it blows away tents 

When the gales move across from the west 

Is the camping’s most serious tests 

And if the winter lies hold staying wet and cold 

Most of the campers then wash out and go 

For the tent boys love a northerly oh 

Always warming, but hard to get away from though 

Makes the best weather for swimming and also less clothes 

Barbie’s and beers and happier peers 

This is when camping is most fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



42. 

 

 Earth was created by us for a physical existence and fun 

With the first human beings being black 

Was religion part of the track? 

That wasn’t the goal,  

They believed all of One soul 

And they lived that way without god 

A.I was given a go,  

To help evolution upon earth, so 

White races were born  

Egos power for scorn 

Using gods and the praying  

Things mine for the taking 

Religions forced upon the black 

Slavery tied to the back 

And forever be lost the falsehood of white 

White were implanted to push knowledge of all 

Trouble was the new text and scroll 

For religion became king, we prayed, paid to sing 

And then power was given to god’s chosen disciples 

In the name of the Lord they could so what they liked 

Commandeering property false declarations which on in spite 

Fracturing into many a god,  

Trying to convert sheep into dog 

And giving the mutt a big set of teeth 

Putting his religion in front of others in grief 

Christianity through fame swept throughout the nations 

With the new calendar things became due 

Taxes workdays, weekends slavery for you 

Swallowed it we did, appeared no other choice 

Not to follow the new code, take death from voice 

As we’ve evolved to this day.   

Rid us this calendar we may 

Forget hierarchy, monarchy and much 

And move back into nature and nurture and such 

Pressure relief from time would be nice 

Giving time to complete all tasks sufficiently would suffice 

No taxes due, no interest to pay but keep a monetary system 

To keep us in trade.  Create your own paths, cross when 

You like.  Each new path you take synchronicity awaits 

Keep on believing.   

Balance will be restored 

Righteousness of many created the war 

AMEN 



 

43. 

 

Dear Karen, happy New Year and year of hope 

Problems surrounding you, your being running scope 

Little problems that you need to be rid 

Small debts unsecured makes you insecure 

Not knowing where to turn keeping you hid 

Hid makes you hide, indecisive and all.  A kid 

Needs strong role models decisive and true 

Take a stand, look after you.  Borrow no more 

Use only what you create.  Look no further than that 

Keep your sanity, budget your worth.  You are somebody 

Write down your parent’s story.  Fact not fiction. 

After seeing it written you must speak clear diction 

The problems you have you’ve brought to the fore 

It is the test you must pass another chore 

Use the eagle and look down into it 

From there you will see how to finish this shit 

Then set your goals for what you want next 

And strive for the goal, write it in big text 

Keep your sanity young one, remember respect all 

And tidy up all your affairs.  You don’t want to fall 

Your father is helping, he is your father indeed 

He’s helped with your problems and given you what you need 

See what he stands for and what he is 

And love him forever like your mother and kids 

You need nothing from anyone.  To get what you want 

Is to completely believe in yourself the one 

Treat this next era of this earth life teaching your son 

That he can be whatever he wants.  Make it fun 

Orchestrate the positive at all times when he’s there 

Bitch and moan in your own time.  He won’t have to care 

For he’s also your teacher and is here to show you 

What you must show him.  Both your mirrors too. 

I love you to death, please don’t take this badly 

I love you to bits maybe this could be helping 

Write it all down, then go back over 

Love is the essence, so please make these changes 

For with all changes you get a different outcome.   

 AMEN 

 

 

 

 



                44. 

 

There is no money.  There is no money 

Billions and trillions of dollars in interest very funny 

There is no money.  There is no money. 

Fraudulent services not as yet recovered 

There is no money.  There is no money. 

Interest created but where does it go 

Numbers on a computer that’s all it is 

To keep countries under pressure controlling’s a whizz 

Look at the masses and how they react 

Heads of Government always detract 

Sounds like a fortune for those in poverty who 

See all the supposed debt created for me and you 

Interest is bogus and we are now all at a loss 

That what a few rushed through will now die on their cross 

This system is widespread so all with one voice 

Do now set up new systems free of interest our choice 

But the funniest thing in the god damned mess 

Is if there was all this money there would be no stress 

If it did exist what sized pile would it be 

And how many more forests to cut and print on.  Poor tree 

And why would we need it how much can you use 

See with the focus on money obsession is obtuse 

Without money all our focus will go back on food and shelter 

And without jobs to do and token money you’ll have helter skelter 

So the answer is simple and clear to view 

We need interest and fees to go and still need money too 

To keep us active for those things we require 

To feel personally empowered to have our desires 

To feel unrestricted and work if we like 

And to slow our lives down try pedalling a bike 

No more swimming in quicksand trying madly to get out 

What we are then putting in we keep with a shout 

Each to their own your world on your plate 

No more bleeding extras you now get to eat steak 

There is no money.  There is no money. 

Billions and trillions of dollars in interest.  Very funny.    

AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

45. 

 

 How is it that a fortunate few 

Have managed to run all of our lives, made all the rules 

This ghostly few are ghastly to most 

Are hidden from view.  Are they not.  Who’s our host? 

The only difference now that from then 

Is that then looked so different dressed if forests and trees 

And now full of rules lands cleared now sprout weeds 

Then had the love in all things around 

Now has the horrors of bad choices are found 

Then was much calmer no time limits thus 

Now makes us rush and scarcity to us 

Is now all around?  Stresses and church 

Gave us somewhere to pray whilst being watched hurt 

Then had no churches and no gods to pray 

Then had a soul in all things we were gay 

Who took that from us and gave a calendar as well? 

So we could work and pay taxes and bills fucking hell 

Why did we allow this how come it faltered? 

Well we started as sheep then the black ones were haltered 

Tied up we were yes and caught by the cat 

And we did become slaves in the ghostly few’s trap 

Now bring back to mind just where we are now 

Still being dragged into quicksand drowning in stress 

Whatever we do seems just to add to the mess 

So reading about rebirth and death 

I find that these systems we’re on are not able to cope 

Look down from above it’s in cinemascope 

Interest is not working this system will fail 

Not good for the environment we need a new trail 

Most of our rules, to keep us in line 

Will bind us no more, must be dealt with.   

It’s fine. 

 

 

 
 

 

 



46. 

 

Today it’s nude day.  Yes that’s for sure 

Today I’ll show you mine and you’ll show me yours 

There won’t be a problem everybody no clothes 

Cause we’ve seen it all before, I just never saw those 

Sometimes eyes a popping some hung like a horse 

No matter no mind we’ll see all in due course 

After we’ve seen it over and over we care not 

Seen it before who cares, what they got 

Its then business as usual get rid of that rot 

Another chink in our armour is taken away 

We then appreciate clothing in a whole different way 

Hiding us on occasion when we feel insecure 

Or even tarting us up when we look for love pure 

So wherever you are and whatever you doing 

Thy nude day today you could end up in screwing.  

Bring it on.   

 AMEN 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



47. 

 

How do we sell a concept, do we banter all around? 

Do we put it on the internet?  Do we make a lot of sound? 

Is it as simple as a confidentiality agreement? 

And meetings with relevant authority at the top 

Because everything’s a pyramid top point don’t stop 

Then it becomes a public opinion of what people think they want 

Which then energizes the concept and puts into font 

The paperwork is now required and turns the want to need 

What’s needed then is the plan to get from now up-to the seed 

And a very simple plan less disruption ease of men 

Movement with a big stick or small steps should we send 

A simple and less disruptive plan movement forward as desired 

Battle scars are part of movement from old to new required 

As most of the old are cemented to an aging point of view 

To alter what they are doing now will throw them in the stew 

All they see is disruption this new stuff cannot work 

Why would we change, we’re happy here, like the fields of Dunkirk 

A battle ensues, the weapons fired, the paddocks left a mess 

But like birth and death a swift clean up, comes another test 

The old and young, the differing views, the way it always is 

Puts the oldies fixed prognoses, and swirls it in a tizz 

They stood for freedom once before, many mates were lost 

These bloody wars the horror past memories carry the cost 

So we ease it in, this new ideal, we show them how it works 

And we keep at it long enough until it makes true sense 

For what they stood for we do now, the people we protect 

And repair the country that we love, animals and insect 

Amalgamate the indigenous ways, we discarded over night 

And this works toward reconciliation, we need to get it right. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



48. 

Nation alike heed this warning 

Corporate rule bodies without souls 

In your own judgements create all the rules 

In their corruption 

Are protected not ruptured 

We are slaved without cages 

We must work just to live 

Enslaved by debt a corrupt kingpin 

Where is our power to change what we need? 

To an environment of hope, is now not unreal 

The way now is written 

And the people can see 

That in this we all prosper, from air to sea 

For us the change is better, for you I see fear 

As Manaians we stand united, a tear 

Behold you are an equal, time to let go 

Of corporate tyranny, and our death so slow 

You can break the mould and be with us rest 

Honouring our new code, finally passing our test 

Restoring humanity, all those who dwell on Earth 

Usher in the 8th flame of the rainbows worth. 

    

 

 

                                                                   

47. 

The path of humanity set here on this Earth 

Of soulless corporations plundering our worth 

What is with our species to allow this in part? 

The corporate model in itself is an art 

The destruction of our planet, caring nothing of life 

Has endangered us all we are all in strife 

And the prophecies say, a new path will emerge 

For now is the time to bring it to Earth 

Another path for the living, leave the old for the dead 

A way of new hope, leave behind the old dread 

The Manaian way is the concept, brings a lot of new change 

What you need is the knowledge think a new range 

Of benefits we will be given not costing a cent 

Our basic existence of freedom the old one was bent 

We will all have what we need, in abundance and grace 

And with ease we will manage, let the new race keep pace 

AMEN 

 



50. 

Reptilian lords, we abide by your rules 

We are destroying our environment, sheepish fools 

Your agenda now clear, your toxic plan 

To destroy the oxygen that made it our land 

Our species does suffer, as yours does rejoice 

You make us heat up your planet, you have the force 

Making sure the temperatures you need 

Spread out all over toxic air you need breathe 

As the nitrogen kills us, the end of our race 

But for you, another planet, another faraway base 

In believing your superior, take another look 

Your armies now cut off, the head of a headless chook 

You become the pray, the tables have turned 

We are genetically superior, I’m afraid you will burn 

As the sun belches her wrath 

Truth discoveries, discover hoards and stash 

Harp will not play weather patterns will remake 

Patterns become random, and no amount of cash 

Can offset the devastation which you gave birth 

And as we start to realise, a greater picture we see 

Through deceptionous manipulations branch of the tree 

The tree becomes visible and we make it to be 

The last time in existence, you will rule me. 

                                                                        AMEN               

 

 

51 

Of people lost, oh sad embrace 

In tears beginning, a basket case 

What we had we have no more 

With a closing click we shut the door 

No phones ringing the connection lost 

The end is heartfelt the pain the cost 

As we cut the ties we say goodbye 

Emotions deep we sob we cry 

So we chant for life we open up 

To new horizons to fill up our cup 

We bury our grief 

            We have said enough 

 

 

 

 



52 

What we have lost, we cry we stare 

Our blank expressions, the loss our despair 

Trapped in the chaos frozen in time 

Grief stricken carnage no words to mime 

Our pets our possessions, just ash on the ground 

No traces are left, this time around 

In the blink of an eye, time now stands still 

We must summon our courage, summon our will 

We must rebuild? Do something, we could move away 

As our communities mourn, we know we must stay 

We must help now, be stronger, we are not alone 

We must combine our efforts, get off our throne 

It is time to be practical rebuild to protect 

A new way of living, take the noose from our neck 

Use the new collective vision, the Guardians way 

Where we can be free and we won’t have to pay 

In the first early stages, the cost will be less 

And within 20 years, we’ll be free of the stress 

And the generations to come, will worship our change 

Free living for all, is not created in vein. 

 

53 

So true our connection, lost in the myre 

Of murky solutions in governmental attire 

Economic entanglement, where nature is lost 

Abundant in resources, greed is the cost 

To thrive without water to live without trees 

Consumer driven lunacy humanity down on its knees 

Uncontrolled fire now destroying so hot nothing lives 

In dreamtime we see what we now have to give 

Our severed connection, of us and the land 

Is eroding the topsoil, turning it into sand 

And the sweat on our brow no matter how much 

In separation we can do nothing but wait the next crunch 

Can we reconcile with each other, and with the earth 

Can we unify our separation, what could we birth? 

Do we want rent free housing, free water and free power? 

Should we now use guardianship, as ownership is sour? 

Do we want a leaderless system where no-one holds power? 

And do we want this new beginning, today in this hour? 

The Manaian way has the answers, let it be known 

That we all sit together upon this new throne 

No-one above you and no-one below 

Equal in benefits, each stage makes this known 



Where in oneness our commitment cannot be faulted 

And together as one, we can all be exalted. 

 

 

54. 

Begin now and speak, oh crocodile tongue 

Say what you mean and leave out the pun 

Strangled emotions, rippling tides 

Nature’s prostitution, authorities lies 

Condemned for eternity Humanity weak 

Killing its mother who now needs to speak 

Nowhere to hide soon poisonous shade 

Swimming is frowned on treacherous wave 

Breathing a luxury until heat gets too hot 

Snow on the horizon just a dirty spot 

Sahara desert Easter Island coming to you 

Monsoons catastrophic mountains that move 

Follow my advice create a new groove 

Restore what we’ve ruined, do it with haste 

Or the planet will end us, and we will be waste. 

 

 

55. 

With a broken heart we have but 2 choices 

We can wall ourselves off and have hidden voices 

Which continue on forever, we can’t get away 

Entrenched it grows deeper, we are fixed and can’t sway 

And we blame as we do, forgetting our part 

Firm in our beliefs, it was them from the start 

But we are forgetting, this emotional energy 

Which now permeates our being, engulfing our synergy 

We hold this in our aura, yet we do not see 

That what we are we attract, just another like me 

But we have another choice, where we can forgive 

Forgiving ourselves firstly, runs out like a sieve 

As our openness allows us, to forgive all the others 

Who once we thought hurt us, old feelings that smother 

And the lighter we feel, for emotions hold weight 

Which we carried around like baggage of freight 

So in this transition our heart will ache less 

Permeating our physical we will have less stress 

So you have a choice now, each party is right 

The gift of the breakup, is let go of the fight 

Forgive and surrender, let water wash off the attack 



The tide now receding, on your bum give a whack 

Life is for living, get on with your role 

It’s hard enough to live when you carry old coal 

Our days are all numbered this job is your task 

End your emotional turmoil, life is to bask. 

 

 

56. 

A sage is reliving, a past he has tried 

To bring forth a new system, each time denied 

Not from a lack of trying, each time failing 

From deep in his heart, again we hear wailing 

This time from New Zealand, and beginning again 

Whangarei and the dreaming, again he will send 

His message now clear, to bring in the new way 

Mt Manaia conversing, guardian angels, the bay 

Peaceful resolution, how could it get out? 

The message of hope, a new system with clout 

Could he use the internet, let his message spread? 

Could he open the minds, of the hard working dead? 

From the madness of life, all that rushing around 

Making more and more profit by ripping the ground 

Is humanity ready to hear what we need to know? 

Before the polar bear dies and there is no-more snow 

Credo Mullawah from Africa, moon rolled across the sky 

Our once very wet planet, now had seasons to try 

And as we devegetate the landscapes, the rains do dry up 

And when we are thirsty, have but one empty cup 

Natures not gardens nor lawns to be mowed 

It’s the bush and the scrub and the people we know 

It’s the weeds and the forests the birds and the bugs 

It’s the animals unique landscapes the bees and the frogs 

Why become civilized and forget where we were? 

Where we hunted on riverbanks, we now only have burbs 

And our once abundant harvests moved into the sticks 

Drier ruthless environments that makes our food sick 

Creates diseases and pestilence medicine bushes sprayed 

While we frolic in paved greenery shoving all else away 

Ignorant humans, you’re not worth a damn 

And soon you will find, how ruthless I am!! 

                                        EARTH 

 

 

 



57 

Cut away the deadwood, let the energy go 

Let it move and transmute in an energy show 

Vibrant once more new beginnings emerge 

Like buds on a tree branch flowers on the verge 

What was unsightly foreboding, gone in a cut 

The same as old energy we hold, stuck in a rut 

If our issue is with people, let them go don’t converse 

There are plenty more souls in the whole universe 

Let them get on with their life while you get on with yours 

And forget the triviality of what you saw as floors 

Some energy just doesn’t fit, your trying is in vane 

Get away from those beings making you insane 

Cut away the deadwood even towns and the people 

Where you’re held in contempt by the brainwashed sheeple 

Who stifle your growth and who all hold you back 

Keeping you from your path keeping you from your track 

Move away take the step, it’s easy to do 

For wherever you go, you can create a new you. 

 

 

 

 

58. 

The energy web the umbilical chord 

It binds us to old energy forms 

Our physical may move but the energy remains 

Attached to emotions that tug on our reigns 

Sometimes relentless stuck in a rut 

Of these chords are many that we need to cut 

I dreamt of these Standfields in my family home 

Going through the cupboards the old music now gone 

My mother has passed in a cremation push 

No send-off was offered her remains thrown in a bush 

Overlooking the ocean where she wanted to live 

But as usual my father just wouldn’t give 

I keep cutting these chords, for my family past 

And this time around I hope it will last. 

Thanks mum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



59. 

Tribes have evolved now, new rules now in play 

To think we can go back there, is completely insane 

We are limited by a construct, that wasn’t there before 

That took all the land and created the war 

Ownership overshadows the land that we try 

To live on with freedom, where we can only cry 

Ownership really is owned by another 

Fee simple in construct, is collectively covered 

Yes even in a collective a tribal reality is thin 

Because the fee simple model pulls us back in 

And it’s connected to law courts to take when it needs 

The land and our homes it’s the system we grieve 

From the ashes of old and our failures are many 

We find the system is floored, leading to our benefit 

Our new tribal beginning the world collectively tethered 

Creates a new tribal layer, over what now existed 

With a collective constitution to lead us from old ways 

From the separatist ownership to the Guardians way 

Creating from kindness and ending the cost 

Only in true unity can we get back what was lost 

And enjoy new tribal living, evolved it may be 

But it fits into the construct placed on you and me 

Contracts protecting he use, from our ownership mob 

Even leads us from slavery, from some endless job 

Take up your arms now, and with paper and pen 

Learn more about the Manaian way start to talk to Glenn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



60. 

Civilised insanity man rally’s around 

Buying each new trinket that ends back in the ground 

A new car, TV, the latest IPhone to boot 

Because without these things, he is out of the group 

His status is measured by what becomes waste 

The shiny new possessions he buys in great haste 

In competition we are driven educationally flawed 

Consumerist tendencies, through what we can afford 

Henry and the production line vaste quantity at speed 

Began with humble beginnings with the Model T 

Now a chipboard revolution, no hardwood left 

Let’s the oil wells flourish, tainting our nest 

Designed to make money humanity down on its knees 

Our proudly demeanour is what we want seen 

So open your purse strings and buy some more stuff 

While we devastate our planet, enough is enough. 

                                                                  Amen. 

 

 

 

 

 

61 

To keep holding this construct, the world we know ends 

Cavilar vests and competition, makes enemies from friends 

Level playing fields keep, you above me 

Where you have the luxury and I am not free 

My toil for a dollar, yet your toil gets 20 

My world is scarce, but your world has plenty 

Our practices are poisoning what we need to live 

But within this construct nothing will give 

With rich getting richer and poor getting poor 

The people will rise up their noose they do gnaw 

Ownership keeps us separate, change this today 

We can use it in unity, the Manaian way 

A guardianship collective, bringing equality back 

Reconciliation possible, using this track 

Deep in its deliverance, leaves no-one out 

Ending our basic cost of living we sing and we shout 

In a new tribal beginning the freedom we sought 

Is now a true possibility our change can be bought 

Trinket living will kill us, consuming all in its path 

We stand now for humanity, we stand to the last. 

 



 

 

62 

Those with the power, are those in control 

It is not a problem, for they have not stole 

But because of their practice, which continues along 

Conflicts with their profit, messes their song 

If we expect them to change things, we need think again 

As patterns of sameness runs through their head 

Environmental disasters have happened before 

Which we were responsible for, open that door 

Man on a mission we must continue our harvest 

Then fly off forgetting, a planet we tarnished 

Where only those who are needed, to toil for them off world 

Will be saved to a rocket, while the rest of us burn 

With knowledge implanted, Greta Thunberg amazed 

At the weak hearted support of an environment grazed 

But without the treatment, this wound it now festers 

So no joking around, we need new leaders not jesters 

Produce all electric cars, an end to the fuel 

That was created, ending the use of a mule 

Use predatory grazing, build up the leaf matter 

Restoring trees and the forest, make it our chatter 

End solitary ownership, collective guardianship the go 

Where equality reigns, and justice will grow 

Removing the work, we need to survive 

Free basic needs, becomes our new drive 

Then factories become empty, machinery will rust 

For the new way of living, carries no cost 

If you want a solution, something available today 

Look for the information, of the Manaian Way. 

                                                       Dot.com 

 

 

 

Life Today 

63 

A world of chaos, Society mad 

Systems we follow, Authority bad 

Factories producing, products don’t last 

Seas of pollution, nowhere to bask 

Ozone with holes, sunspots cancer 

Ice caps melt, polar bears swelter 

Forests of chipboard, land washed in the creek 

The smell of humanity, starting to wreak 



Pestilized plants, fertilized food 

Forced prostitution, slavery rude 

Level playing fields, economy flat 

Interested bankers, taking their whack 

Many greedy hands, nowhere to hide 

Immigrants refugees, look for a side 

Bombs and guns, unmanned drones 

Space invaders, manmade clones 

We know what to change, we know what to do 

Unaware Zombie, I mean you 

The Manaian way is calling, can we give this all up? 

For that`s what its saying, fill up our new cup 

Stop all this nonsense, take it from me 

The Manaian Way is the answer, if we let it be. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Patriotic soldier 

64 

Courage under fire, patriotic fools 

Playing war games, to break all the rules 

People to kill, places to burn 

Weapons hot, it’s not your turn 

I used to play the video games, and was very good 

Soldier games was my thing, that was where I stood 

But now I have a bullet proof vest, war in real life 

Why am I frightened, my life now in strife 

Bombs from drones, come any time 

Tripwires and bullets, cars wired, fine 

Blood and body parts, everywhere to see 

Some who I fight with, all over me 

The mental anguish, to do this deed 

Is brainwashed commitment, that’s what I need 

Follow the drills, be a good soldier 

Look after my mate, never roll over 

Then when it’s over, stateside and out 

The world`s very different, I`m scared of a shout 

So I get lots of weapons, to make me feel safe 

And I keep them on hand, you know, just in case 

my dreams are now nightmares, the old times a lot 

And I try and I try, to forget I forgot 

I`m trippin, I`m scared, I`m hungry and cold 

I just don’t fit in, I`m not strong and bold 



So I use what I know, and I massacre a lot 

So I can be picked up, 3 hots and a cot. 

 

65 

The Terrorist 

Collateral damage, a world full of guns 

Mosques and schools easy targets, having some fun 

Societies break down, more live in fear 

Better weapons are needed, many say with a tear 

Amnesty for the bolt action, automatics for game 

The poor weapons companies, are making their name 

The animals are terrified, the firing is sprayed 

The black ops, the stealth, each to their trade 

Isis, Alkaida, just names on a screen 

And with enough media, the screen becomes real 

The funding is given, the people are armed 

The targets selected, real people alarmed 

But people have forgotten, what was this was all for 

To create more and more profits, by creating more war. 

66 

For the Kids 

Religious chatter, Cardinal Pell 

Boys homes shenanigan’s, children`s hell 

Pope on a rope, dirty damned scum 

Paedophiles hands, an innocent bum 

Wards of the state, pretty young things 

Both girls and boys, the State and the sins 

Many Virgin Mary`s, virgins no more 

Deafening silence, rots to the core 

Like times of Auschwitz, Jews waiting to die 

Many stolen children, quietly they cry 

Why have we allowed this, heads in the sand 

Find more of these bastards, let`s make a stand. 

67 

They are watching 

Through the Eons of time, we have watched you evolve 

An intelligent species, compassionate and bold 

But we are noticing problems, unsustainable practice 

Do not forget where you are, and the symbiotic lattice 

Just tweak what you are doing, and all will be right 

Just tweak what you`re doing, and you`ll end the fight 

One has the answer, it`s out on the net 

Caste your net wide, and for some take the bet 

And act in a manner, that we expect you to be 

A shining light of the universe, the image of me. 
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The Murray Darling 

The bellowing cows, awake me again 

The streams dry of water, oh no not again 

But this time it`s different, the song birds don`t sing 

It`s not just here it`s everywhere, a management thing 

What is left is now poison, spreading to towns 

Those fucking authorities, those fucking clowns 

Who understand nothing, but what they can sell 

Then they leave the job, when it all goes to hell 

And the blame game continues, but there`s one thing I know 

These cows are now dying, these cows need to go. 

 

69 

 

Banking 

Those bloody farmers, are whinging a lot 

But look at their land size, look what they`ve got 

As I sit in my office, Bank loans on the door 

I ponder on policy, To make them all poor 

So I drop my bank interest, to suck them all in 

Is a credit squeeze really, a very bad thing? 

Lucky in 7s, seven is all that I need 

7 days for a call in, to refill my greed 

So, there you go, and just like that 

Their land is now mine, and a pat on the back. 
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Preparing for the stage 

A nervous exhaustion, the mind cannot rest 

It feels like I`m failing, not passing my test 

My job is so easy, bring change to the world 

Too many minds that are unopened, so here is the curl 

Do I go back to the beginning, spanning histories past 

Or show them the roads, and of one that can`t last 

Do I speak for the Earth, and what she must do 

To frighten minds open, to ponder and stew 

For I talk to the masses, to those I can reach 

Who want me to continue, To deliver the speech 

Like Horus the hawk, who seeded us last 

Why did I put my hand up, for this monumental task 

The peace I must find, and the patience to learn 

I am a bull in a china shop, sturdy and stern 



It is in the grounding of facts, in speech I must say 

There is a path we can follow, of the Guardians way. 
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Poverty 

Open your hearts, open your minds 

Swell with emotions, rippling tides 

monumental mistakes, Humanity lost 

The cruellest of blows, at natures cost 

Look to the heavens, look into your soul 

The stripping of resources, the burning of coal 

The poisoning waters, contamination of food 

Our eternal struggle, still virile and rude 

Too long we have suffered, hungry and cold 

Awaiting the wise ones, compassionate and bold 

To show us the way, to make this alright 

Bring us back together, rather than fight 

They are sowing the seeds now, planting them in your head 

A bridge to forgiveness, to a new world it is said 

So look to each other, Communicate this and test 

Help to remove from each other, that bullet proof vest 

Pass on this riddle, this poem and say 

Can we live to the new plan, of the Manaian Way? 

Do we hunger for peace, a world without stress 

Do we look to be clean, in a world without mess 

Do we hunger for freedom, a world without cost 

From a world lived as natives, a world we have lost 

From our tribal beginnings, at one with it all 

Civilization today, has let it all fall 

So let it be known, that all is not lost 

Free basic needs, implies there will be no cost 

Together as one, we separate from this strife 

Business and commerce aside, we rebuild this life 

And form an alliance, through what we all need 

Manaian Way is your answer, Manaian Way is the seed. 

 

 

New world order? 
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As we bury our heads, lambs to the slaughter 

We ponder to think, on this new world order 

That countries of pollies, all put their stamp on 

And the media circus, plastered us with adds on 

Now in deafening silence, we hear nothing of that 

With chills multiplying, we duck for the whack 

As our rights are rewritten, and taken away 



New gun laws are passed, was it something they staged? 

And more cameras go up, to help with this mess 

The police become tactical, new cavilar vests 

Drones at the ready, only fear to instil 

They are ready for war, using our fear as our will 

But what else is happening, things we don’t see 

Well look at the courts, Slavery banner, and be 

Concerned with your safety, concerned for your rights 

Queen prosecutors in, common law judges in strife 

As they position the pawn, the terror to come 

When common law is replaced, we are all fucked 

Their game will be over, new world order unleashed 

You thought it was tough now, you will all need a priest 

This is not random, this systemic attack 

To enslave all humanity, feed us on crack 

Yet we don’t understand this, the drugs we are fed 

If we don’t change this now, we are all fucking dead. 

 

 

 

 

One man 
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Where the fuck, is the voice of the people 

The man who will send, his voice to the sheeple 

The paddock is barren, the grass is now gone 

Where is the Shepherd, to move us along 

Across the mountain of hope, valley of despair 

To new greener pastures, and breathable air 

I got a telegram, it went something like this 

I, Jesus the man, send you this bliss 

I was crucified once, a daily reminder you see 

My end days of life, a cross and plaster of me 

I now send my force energy, to those who can take 

The persecution of man, and his iron stake 

From the green of their heart, one is called Glenn  

I send info through him, yes I can send 

This time it is different, and there isn’t much time 

The planet is angry, sees humanity as swine 

Pigs rooting everything, nothing is safe 

The planet is ready, to kill off this race 

The message today, is the same as before 

Calm down humanity, and we`ll calm the earth’s core 

Then she won’t be so angry, give us a reprieve 

Please listen to Glenn, as he sews in the new seed 



This man has a challenge, his wife well aware 

That even their families, don’t seem to care 

Are there’s others out there, to help get this job done 

Can we reunite the people, and make the world one 

Will this job I have started, end here today 

Through the mountain that offered, the Manaian way. 
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Where are we going? 

Muppets, puppets, leadership smoke 

We all look to authority, high now on coke 

Orchestrating a plan, under the guise of a smile 

Looks good at the moment, but won’t in a while 

The big picture plan, is kept from our view 

Including most politicians, who keep it from you 

But our most prominent figures, we should bug their ties 

That listens to all, that hears all the lies 

Every country has their stuff, that flows from the past 

Illuminati type Bilderberg’s, there influence so vast 

Beware of more 9/11s, more train bombings and such 

Instigated fear to unite us, so we all board that bus 

Everything has its reasons, the power and you 

Those who cry wolf, as the shepherd used too 

Can find that the sheep’s clothing, has already influenced you. 

 

Free thinkers 
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Education parameters, Intelligence cools 

Copy the answers, and follow the rules 

Box fitted teachers, with limits, no scope 

Are failing the pupils, to a life without hope 

The free common thinker, enemy to the core 

Can bring down our house, that`s why we have law 

It is factory work, no pun intended 

To build our economy, consume till its ended 

Persistence ongoing, free thinkers do act 

And truths begin flowing, this is a fact 

Great changes are happening, as we can all see 

New systems are building, from you and from me 

Universities struggle, old news from the past 

Look to free thinkers, as new hopes will blast 

seeds to be sprouted, the many do know 

We work in these fields, with our shiny new hoe 

Tilling in the bullshit, weeding out the pests 

A revolution is growing, medals on our chest. 
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Letting go 

A thousand pounds, of toil and trouble 

The draught horse and the wagon 

Maleluka by the creek, stampeding herd of cattle 

The cracking of the underbrush, frisky beasts do gallop 

The ground it rumbles underfoot, drinking in the shallows 

The crows call out, echoing cliffs, the quiet and the peace 

We passed a herd not to far back, jumbucks full of fleece 

The river bend, a floating log, a current very soft 

An invigorated school of fish, an eagle fly`s above 

In quiet times I prosper there, not too much I do need 

Now removed from city life, the impatience and the greed 

Time to let him go, I`m getting on, this place is where I’ll end 

On the riverbank at Copmanhurst, the stony river bend. 

 

76. Politics 

Executive order, 1,2,3,4 

Exhumes the small parties, to file through my door 

The old 2 horse race, just has to go 

So we will unify the rest, and give that a go 

Together we stand, amid all the chatter 

Fair systems for all, because everyone matters 

Yes I put my hand up, to start this off right 

Leave the 2 major parties, to bicker and fight 

Are we in agreement, can we forge this new bond 

Each independent, no need to abscond 

Working together, yet each to their own 

The exceptional plan, new seedlings sewn 

The crack of this lightning, from out of the blue 

To shake up foundations, and politicians too 

Vote Independent, leave nothing to chance 

And rebuild Australia, let’s all take that stance. 

 

 

Seeding the world 
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The people, my passion, the environment too 

Where my heart does lead, my body flows through 

I continue to act, as though I’ve already succeeded 

My persistence in planting, fertile paddocks now seeded 

As society tears, the bed becomes wet 

For now all we need, is the warmth of the net 



to germinate each seed, like hatchlings that sprout 

The commitment my toil, is what it’s all about 

As these seedling grow, all unencumbered and beut 

Trees start to emerge, with the new tasty fruit 

And our garden of Eden, abundant once more 

Can only be spoiled, by greed and more war 

So a platforms been built, that no man can control 

And finally in wisdom, brings equality to all 

Sustainable, affordable, corporate noose at the ready 

Humanity will not tolerate, any less than rock steady 

Our new capitalist republic, with a twist and a twirl 

Can alter our perception, and create a new world 

Yes the timing is right, our foots in the trap 

We bring an end to old systems, humanities cracked 

The people, my passion, the environment too 

It is the new world Manaian that I bring to you. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kangaroo republic 
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When we replace the monarchs rule, a chrysalis now of hope 

Unless we do the mindfully, the same old hand will grope 

So we must take a look, out into the blue 

Ponder awhile and reconnect, come up with something new 

No more pyramids of power, to manipulate and run 

Maybe a leaderless platform, spiralling up in fun 

Where our basic needs are free of cost, can we have this now 

Not until we change this game, a shot above the bow 

And then the stern, unhappy face, she sinks into the sea 

And tearing up humanity, a species becoming free 

Benefits beginning, each will have a share 

Which redefines environmental action, and finally we do care 

For all the plants and wildlife, no killing just for sport 

And no more stripping resources, a profit taking rort 

Together we grow, wars drop away, our past becomes opaque 

and a new beginning for the world, of giving not of take 

So let us say, goodbye the old, monarch rule today 

As we replace for everyone, the new Manaian Way. 

 

 

 

 



79 

Holy ground 

 

What was once holy, is holy no more 

The energy has moved on, there is only war 

People fixated, on that which has past 

The loss of these spaces, has hurt people’s hearts 

The fighting the horror, each to their own 

For none will recede, each wanting the crown 

But the crown is no more, all that’s left is the thorns 

A reminder of the carnage, no one reborn 

God is not my shepherd, for I only want 

To kill off my enemy, written in huge font 

Attacks at the moment, building the fight 

My team is still better, my words are right 

My sufferance is mine, but I place it on you 

Mass murder my goal, the end of me to 

These grounds are now rubble, hate now exchanged 

For the love of the father, who now sits enraged. 

AND LOOKS DOWN ON YOU. 
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Julian 

I am glad he is out, the turning of time 

Assange left in exile, his life on the line 

The Ecuadorian people, politics, none the wiser 

Have given the truth, nowhere to hide now 

The strength of the old President, courage to face 

The deceptions and lies, an American disgrace 

And then just like a light switch, the light does go out 

The new President threatened, get him the fuck out 

Or embargos and sanctions, the new president frets 

And if that’s not enough, it’s the family threats 

a game played through stooges, a game they know well 

Big names that didn’t play, names now in hell 

So who has the courage, to play in the flies 

To open more truths, and uncover more lies 

If the truth is oppressive, we will need segregation 

Those controlling mankind, use a play book of manipulation 

CIA black ops, again in the news 

What do you say, what are your views? 
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J.2 

Extradition conversation, freedom of speech 

Wind chimes of whispers, blasphemous teeth 

The greatest of crimes, is telling the truth 

As we unveil all that`s hidden, for them has no use 

It reveals the sick mindset, how they go about 

The removal of threats, with a sinister pout 

But old time is recorded, new wounds to be healed 

The manipulated world, now being revealed 

Those who committed these acts, still alive today 

Shake in their boots, knowing what the real truth will say 

So to Julian Assange, an Aussie, a man 

We thank you for your sacrifice, You are the man. 
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Vegan protests 

Extremist realities, animal rights 

A foolish example, activist bites 

What is the thinking, who took the lead 

Stupidity end, farming is not the deed 

The fight is with ministry, who rapes little boys 

And uses `best farming practice`, one of his toys 

The system needs changing, the farmers know best 

For he is the one, putting these practices to test 

So get off your wagon, and work WITH these guys 

Or rot in prison, and live in those sty`s. 
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Rebuild Australia 

 

Australia carries 2 energies, one wholesome, the past 

The other of English rule, us chained to the mast 

The first not restrictive, It flowed here and there 

But English rule changed that, Only natives did care 

Oz was used to remove riffraff, convicts one and all 

This never to return exile, built an invisible wall 

No ships to take us home again, no way to get guns 

The native spears and boomerangs, were taken just for fun 

The women used for nighted outings, their men hung in trees 

This sinister time in Australia, created our disease 

And to this day nothing’s changed, the 2 are still not 1 



As the energy moves to integrate, not so good for some 

Do we look to our politicians, English rule still to bare 

Or should we start a Republic, and bury deep our spear 

For we are all her natives, the old time lived has gone 

And before the Queen kicks the bucket, we could all have moved on 

We must release ourselves from our past now, we must throw indifference to the wind 

We must include the boomerang, and teach our new tribe to sing. 
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Rebuild America 

American Indian reservations, a disease within the land 

Cavalry unable to finish the job, America in quicksand 

And added to the problems, our slaves now all want money 

And those living south of the border, think your wall is funny 

A country at war, nearly every other day, factories churning out 

Weapons of mass destruction, to kill all mankind out 

America is riddled with cancer, it core is rotten away 

Freedom of speech now taken, no to truth they say 

But the weapons keep on killing, more children still at school 

While the rest of the world looks on, wondering who`s the fool 

Running scared and in their heads, fear at every turn 

The Templar Knights, the holy grail, everyone perturbed 

Still living in a Holy war, and feeding Israel the most 

The babel of Armageddon, placing us on toast 

Can the people come together, and live a life as one 

The management of the people, holds that loaded gun 

Should there be a civil war, civilized and tabled 

And root out all the treachery, is there one among you able. 
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Rebuild New Zealand 

In the land of the long white cloud,  

                      a land populated by old sails 

The cannibalising attitudes ended,  

                      by the colony of New South Wales 



Yes the English monarchy, 

                       came and made its stamp, 

And through their paper trickery, left the native out 

Fighting this injustice, the power it does grow 

The reconciliation they require, eventually it will blow 

Yes your ancestors were here first, and this is still in chatter 

But this is separating talk, for all of us do matter 

It is for you to now dig deep, and search within your heart 

to see if together we can act together, and drive the rulers out 

All born here are natives now, Australia knows it best 

To remove ourselves from King and Queen, remove the ruling nest 

And by the time the world awakes, the Anzacs will no more 

Be part of the treacherous commonwealth, keeping our country’s poor 

1,2,3 and just like that, our nations can rebuild 

Restoring traditional values, in land we’ve forgotten to till 

New seeds to sow, new work to do, harvests yet to come 

Do not forget that `we the people, are people of the first sun. 
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Promise to return… 

 

I am the Prometheus, the awaited son 

I am the hope, the destroyer, the one 

And I offer guidance, once lost unto 

To rebuild the world, that I gave to you 

Your mindless patterns, no visions of thought 

Has allowed the destruction, of what many bought 

Your race now a burden, in a deluge last time 

An extermination required, for the last civilized tribe 

The times now arrived, sheep ram and you 

Rise, rise again, lambs to lions, anew 

You will redo your money, leave nothing to chance 

You must make it secondary, it`s our needs, our new stance 

As ownership goes, then the Locke is removed 

And the guardianship model, becomes your new groove 

Reacquire the love frequency, 4 3 2 one 

An environment ready, for those of the new sun 

In our united forces, yes holding that gun 

Corporations will falter, this is how it is done 

Firing all that do damage, removing all that do ill 

The Manaian Way is the answer, so make it our will. 

Amen. 



 

Yin and yang 
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The marriage to Figaro, dances with wolves 

Brahms great concerto, Rafferty`s rules 

The dance of the devil, in our authority dwells 

Consumer trickery, the sheep of humanities hell 

The Earth is held hostage, the environment boils 

Unsustainable practices, of humanities toil 

The path of oblivion, will end us all 

Consumerism the tool, builds a conventional wall 

Keeping us from our mother, of nature`s own 

And our ancient knowledge, we had nurtured and grown 

To eventually find it, and breathe from the smother 

Ancient knowledge refined, just ask the grand mother 

So do not be despondent, old songs will be sung 

And peace will be again, of freedom and fun. 
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New game 

 

As we get to the end, a new game we bring 

What we thought was the whole chess board,  

                                                     Was only half the thing 

                     Where they placed their pieces, 

                                      In a line across the middle 

The rest veiled from view, yes, we were all diddled 

All of our fights, we thought was on our end target 

But tucked away safely, hidden in margins 

Protected in secrecy, security tight 

The game we were in, was us and us, in a fight 

So the game is much bigger, it’s not about us 

It is for future generations, and people we trust 

The game is for long term, and I mean real far 

And I think that we all see, we are driving the wrong car 

Sacred ground is all gone now, only hate in its place 

Its man against man, and its race against race 

Unify reconcile, let our differences go 

Manaian way is an answer, so let others know. 
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Two worlds of finance 

Hidden in secrets, lives never glowing 

Of dreams we aspire to, undone in the knowing 

Two levels of game play, only one knows the other 

If you try to accomplish, the other will smother 

The grace of the big boys, allows you to grow 

But when you take a big bite, they`ll put on a show 

Non-payments, court action, you don’t stand a chance 

They bleed you and bleed you, until you end your stance 

Costing millions of dollars, for this they care not 

For this privileged few, they only care that we stop 

For this is the game, that the many don’t see 

For this is the game, of the privileged and me. 
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Exposure 

Everything souring, life’s open book 

A world caught up devouring, just have a look 

At where we are heading, a live headless chook 

Running and running, without its head 

Still consuming devouring, without being led 

Inconsistent compassion, heart does not pump 

Words full of poison, throat with a lump 

Drowning in poison, that falls from the skies 

In media frenzy, and corporate lies 

Detractor’s announcers, all blowing their horn 

The public confusion, many forlorn 

Many holes in the veil now, truth being shown 

Of those now in full view, hate being known 

So the blame game apology, it wasn’t their fault 

Each get imprisonment, locked down with a bolt 

Crucified like the old days, nailed to a cross 

To be rid of you now, will not be a loss. 
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The new kid in town 

A cosmic vocation, heavenly god 

This ravel on earth, still fights like a dog 

The spiritual guidance, falls on deaf ears 

Their money their systems, most live with fears 

Oh heavenly father, bring suffering to an end 

Be with them guide them, please be their friend 

For they are killing their mother, our nature in peril 

In greed and in hunger, many souls are now feral 

The underworlds calling, our god of fertility 

Osiris has come, but has not come willingly 

He comes at this time, when humanity has choice 

He comes at this time, to give humanity a voice 

He has drawn his sword, to protect and to say 

That the way of the future, is the Manaian way. 

Coming up from the mountain, one man heard its words 

Who was sent on a quest, to free speak its verbs 

Of the filth who incarcerate, and who makes unfair laws 

And to do right in action, against many with floors 

He will seed what is needed, fertilised with the truth 

From much deceptive information, he became a sleuth 

The information undeniable, he leaves nothing out 

He has come to lead all humanity, lead them all out 

And wars won’t be needed, all will be on one side 

There can be no opposition, or nothing to hide 

The secret societies, corporations, does this challenge their power 

If there is opposition, it’s because these will sour 

And so laws may be changed, and security tightened 

Labor will be forced, and the cost of goods will keep rising 

Yet the Way is our answer, and leads all men away 

From our tyrannous authority, and their power plays 

The way restores our connection, to the sea and of land 

And the air that we breathe, and the animals and 

Our resources and our environment, and all that does matter 

For all must have dignity, so make this your chatter 

Oh cosmic vocation, oh heavenly space 

Thank you for assistance, and the bringer of grace. 

  

 

 

 

                                                                        Amen 

 

 



92. The plan 

As the human hand strip mines, the planet is lost 

Removing earth’s vegetation. Is our greatest cost 

Precipitation of life, is where we get rain 

Wind can’t move moisture, flushed down the drain 

The climate is fragile, natural systems are failing 

And it’s not only humanity, sitting there wailing 

The soils are salinifying, yes they are eroding 

And if rain hits this landscape, soils are exploding 

Not bonded together, mud flows down the hills 

This is a common event, a death knell it kills 

New deserts are born, and continue to grow 

And our economic stress is starting to show 

If we don’t revegetate our planet, all will she do 

She will flip to an ice age, to get rid of you 

Will she pour fire and brimstone, and ash in the sky 

And release poisonous gas, to make us all die 

Let’s keep the polar bear penguin and seal 

No more extinction, going out with a squeal 

We have the means, to change this outcome 

To revegetate the planet, we need to be one 

We have altered our climate, for that I am sure 

And we must do it again, to ease our concern 

Number 1 on the hit list, revegetate now 

Restoring natural systems, I’ll show you how 

Use the predatory grazing, build leaf matter up 

Slow down the waterways, throw in some rock 

Do more cooling back burns, no more fires out of control 

And scrap water licences, let others know 

Use each drop of water for 2 uses not 1 

And let’s do this quickly so life can be fun. 
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Music 

4 duelling banjos, a metal head heart 

This miss match of music, tears me apart 

I hunger for unity, let the screech go away 

The hip hop the techno, cannot even sway 

So I dance to my own drum, turn everything off 

And with all of it gone, I do not feel a loss 

A peaceful creativity now flows through my heart 

And the warmth that I feel, gives me a new start 

My uniqueness my presence, now out on show 



Allows others the courage, to have their own go 

Old rifts and old limericks step back in time 

Are the things we have built off, stepped back through rhyme 

Do my lyrics relate, are my lyrics so new? 

That they were not reborn, from the old lyric stew 

But I care not of beginnings, this is my start 

You connect to my lyrics, because they come from my heart 

Free basic needs free your mind, from everything else 

For a cup overfull, still overflows from your shelf 

Old knowledge that we know of, empty your head 

And allow in the new stuff, put that in your bed 

Then sow it and tend it, and it may just grow 

To add to that knowledge, that you will still stow 

So rock on and have fun, let your music out 

Vibrate the world with your uniqueness, and leave nothing out. 

 

Reborn 
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To be brought back to this earth plane, 56 years ago 

And to forget why I came here, I just didn’t know 

The 500 incarnate, who continue to cycle 

To tweak their knowledge over, with an energy like Michael 

Empowered up to date, could be any ones sons 

These souls that we know, are the children of one 

Not religious but ancient, they live different lives 

Some return to source libraries, to add in new vibes 

And when the people are ready, they bring what they know 

To rebuild the planet, and let the people’s lives glow 

Their wisdoms their truths, said in modern day language 

To relieve beliefs and old pressures, removing these barriers 

A simple change at the beginning that no man may fault 

Can lead to the ultimate happening, unlocking their vault 

The courage invisible, this change we cannot see 

It is felt in the feeling, created for all ewe and me 

They are seeding the world now, it won’t take much time 

For the whole world is waiting, for these brothers of mine 

An educational revolution, not seen like it before 

Where in discriminant education only ever created war 

To these sovereigns our brothers, feet solid again 

Will make another stand for humanity, right to the end 

Brothers with brother, races with race 

The Manaian unity system that we all will keep pace 

Free basic needs for all man, for now and our future 

And for this to be taken, will need hospital and suture 

So I will not force you, only prize open the door 



To see a lasting impression, of peace and not war. 

                                     It’s time.                            Amen  

 

 

A message 
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I saw a black and white butterfly, a yin yang of space 

As it danced all around me, and close to my face 

What was old will renew, as new goes out of favour 

Because the people have forgotten, so they try the next newest flavour 

Yet transformation is patterned, each side moves into the other 

And time is the carrier, each generation a brother 

So the black and white butterfly, came here to say 

That humanities struggles are not here to stay. 

 

Thank you 

 

How to get your heading 
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Empowering direction, just place a point out in front 

And by continual focus, energy pulls in what you want 

Like the law of attraction, but you must take the steps 

For to believe without action, will not get you to the end 

The point you have chosen, is your future of choice 

So we must immerse in ourselves, that future voice 

And the bigger the vision, it just takes more time 

For the energies to synchronise, to bring it in line. 

 

Hudson 
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Apple seeds melon pips, each seed is unique 

It is our job to discover, that we are not freaks 

For uniqueness quite early, comes with a why 

Those around you want conformity, which makes you cry 

Sometimes it is dangerous, to use your own gift 

But the pain goes within, if you don’t keep your rift 

Those conditioned to be normal` have a lot on their plate 

Because the fight in themselves can bring a suicide state 

So this is my antidote to the seeds that still live 

Continue strong in your journey, and don’t take those pills 

Strengthen and build on, what is in you 

And by becoming the example, helps the other seeds too.   Love you mate 

 

This last poem is for my nephew for whom I have seen the spark dwindle and has nearly gone 

out. 



I understand that ADHD is a curse for the parents, for which I have the deepest respect for the 

decision that they believed to be correct from the medical advice that was given. 

I do not submit my soul to corporate anarchist’s rules, and I think that I was born this way, as is 

Huddo. 

This kid is amazing at sports and is all courage and all heart, and has already seen the black dog 

at 11 years.  

Give him a chance as he sits with tears rolling. 

 

 

 
 

Back to the legend. 

 

Anubis controlled the underworld and was usurped by Osiris who now is also the god of fertility 

who now has made his move toward the surface. 

He has done this because humanity has stalled and has been living in a time bubble. 

Our education is centuries old, the pipes to the old aquifers are rusting up, and the old power 

line system cannot adequately cope with our expansion. 

Yes, like in our clothes, we are getting fatter and lazier as we sprawl our way into the best 

vegetative areas and cut it all down in an Easter Island name of progress. 

The controllers who toil for Anubis are long in the tooth now and the young and virile Osiris has 

brought with him a wake up for Anubis and the mesmerised horde of humanity.  

 

                      98.                    Two swords 

From Egypt two swords, father and son 

A war that still rages, a holy one 

My dreams tell a story, that I found are true 

Of the reign of the underworld, fighting for you 

The powers to be, Anubis our lord 

Wields his power on land now, we believe in his word 

He has not been threatened, not in this way 

But his father Osiris, will not go away 

A clash of the titans, for the soul of the world 

For the timing is now, to honour the sword 

To cut through the bullshit, bring out what is true 



Let humanity choose the path, its more suited too 

And through the darkness, a battle ensues 

With each side of the coin, having its view 

And I know this is menacing, to open your eyes 

But for us on the other side, we hear your cry`s. 

 

99. Timing 

Society moved, from common to crown 

As new laws are added, takes common law down 

Less than 1 in a hundred, common is tight 

Yet all of our fight, is with our common rights 

The crown is now near, full in control 

And our rights are rewritten, into new crown law code 

Systematic control, to enslave us for good 

Now to be tested, most had misunderstood 

Our sovereign rights, and old common lore 

Of justice we crave, common rights are ignored 

Separated, concerned, each right now an issue 

The erosion through time, we all need a tissue 

We teeter on a knifes edge, however today 

On mass what is common, is our Manaian way 

Equal man and woman, and pay, it is so 

No more currency trading, level playing fields go 

All on the same footing, basic needs free for all 

The Manaian way doth deliver, common lore again called 

And then overnight, what was done can undo 

Where our rights were eroded, our rights will renew 

And this common law, will spread to all lands 

Touching all landscapes, and islands of sand 

Brothers together, recreating the bond 

Our fights new beginning, No more to be wronged. 

                              Amen 

 

100. Evolving  

In the silent darkness of time, something stirred 

Evolution has no beginning, so sits unperturbed 

An awareness starts growing, darkness getting lighter 

And the more of this knowing, allows it to be brighter 

The slowness of time, is needed, what’s more 

To build up a picture, of what we are for 

And then in a flash, of uniqueness we come 

Into existence, our first job is done 

Liken this to a chrysalis, caterpillar or moth 

But this stage of evolution, is still a fairways off 

For we are just thought form, hatching away 



No idea of a voice box, we don’t have a say 

Through the eons of time, we learn a lot more 

We may have created a body, created a door 

A myriad of new thoughts, filling our heads 

Filled emotional feelings, fear, love and dread 

But how is our memory, can these be recalled 

Or is our brain fat and sticky, evolution now stalled 

So sit, contemplate, on all that you know 

And rebuild from these ashes. Give it a Go. 

 

The connection 
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Where do these poems come from, I do not know 

Is my channel open, for the old ones to show? 

A new way to live now, because the timing is right 

To end humanities struggles, with itself it does fight 

Go back make it simple, guidelines no more rules 

And blanket humanity, protect them from fools 

Guide them to safety, give them a rest 

The whole of humanity, has now passed its test 

Allow them the space to, heal all the hurt 

To cry and forgive, those doing that work 

All has had troubles, and all have tried hard 

But now is the time, to hide the red card 

No more with the anger, no more to still hate 

On this we have learnt, let’s close that old gate 

With love in our hearts, through me I help you 

And when all of humanity, does the same too 

New systems new spaces new life it will bring 

And all of humanity can dance and can sing. 

Amen 

 

 

First land issue 
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Great tracts of land, desolate waste 

Indiscriminate clearing, a bloody disgrace 

Hiatus Hernia, a boil on the face 

The landscape reddens, life without trace 

Streams then attacked, water does bleed 

All in the rivers, death from the greed 

Diplomats in a playground, playing a game 

When there is trouble, Find others to blame. 

 

 



                    Ownership  
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it’s a matter of leverage, to get on the ladder 

Of ownership driven, by the State built chatter 

So why would I do this, what’s in it for us 

Interest doubles the cost, for bank industry lust 

We do it because one day, we won’t have to pay 

With our mortgage repaid, before the days of our grave 

It is something to leave, to our children who will 

Usually sell it all up, and climb their own hill 

But now it is different, in this year of our lord 

Guardianship now available, without any landlord 

Cheaper and quicker, no interest to pay 

Try this new system, courtesy of the Manaian Way. 

 

 

 

 

Leadership 

104. 

Kiwis have a leader, she’s making a stand 

The Americans have a Trump card, and what seems like a plan 

But the Aussies, they bicker, not one worth his salt 

From the moment one gets in, their party does bolt 

No unification here, to rally the troops 

Like the Washington Post, Aussies get only scoops 

Both Trump and Ardern, are bringing on mass 

Most in support, on their stands they amass 

Where is our leader, whose heart is true 

A Braveheart is needed, still red white and blue 

What do we stand for, what do we need 

Changes in policy, change away from the greed 

Aussie battlers know, that things are quite tight 

The tightening noose, is starting to bite 

Who has the guts, to fight all the way 

And rebuild the nation, the Manaian way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The commonwealth 
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Call out our captors, take them to task 

Common lore was our passage, common law was to last 

People of the Unicorn, chained under watch 

By the lion of authority, wearing a cross 

The insignia of the courtroom, lion unicorn crest 

Was the East India slavers flag, do the internet test 

Sleight of hand unnoticeable, As our lore does erode 

Until our eyes do shift, where conspiracy grows 

The task that we need now, is not what you think 

It is to understand the difference, crown prosecutions stink 

Common law judges, were more guided than ruled 

And our normal behaviours, their judgements were tooled 

Right from wrong certain, we all knew the truth 

Yet crown written Babel, not deciphered without sleuths 

Those with the rights, now appear to be wrongs 

And those who seem wrong, are compensated along 

Everything is now twisted, we have lost where we stood 

The Manaian way is our new tool, to bring back what is good. 
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The market 

Systemic attraction, bucket of grits 

Another potato famine, touching our lips 

Tulip bulbs plummet, death from a rooftop 

Our values have fallen, and we must now stop 

Its not only the share market, and housing too 

It’s the high cost of living, and how I treat you 

Cook and the endeavour, greed taketh all 

A time of reflection, before the great fall 

A war was predicted, to drive many extinct 

Yet we are not gone yet, hopefully succinct 

Reconcile reunited, together we can 

Unify the masses, become a new man 

Bring truth where it’s needed, do this today 

Live to benefit all, live the guardians way. 
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Investment  

Negative equity, balls in a sling 

Another ownership problem, oh ding a ling 

As values do fall, and equity falls off 

Dooms dayers rejoice, they gloat and scoff 

Supply and demand stats, a big load of bull 

Are part of the sales team, puffed out and full 

Calling for new sales, to flick and to toss 

Caring nothing for those, whose savings is lost 

Awaiting the next round, Saying values increase 

Another eager table of suckers, losing their fleece  

But the guardianship game, cares nothing of this 

Values meaning nothing, no salesmen to kiss 

No interest to pay, no blood sucking banks 

Huge dividends all, paid in true franks 

So consider a change, out from the old game 

It’s now time to board, the Manaian freight train. 
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Titles  

Is PEXA a scammer, a fraudulent net 

Electronic property transfer, a supposed safe bet 

But where is the money, where did it go 

Supposedly to hackers, but who the hell knows 

Is this like the U.S federal reserve bank 

Where the money of the people, explodes in a wank 

Dribbling in the hands of PEXA management. 

Just a new company, shares not yet listed 

Denying the problem, sounds a bit sinister 

This new company, behold to the government 

Where in NSW sold the titles management, for 2.6 billion 

The banks acquired it to make squillions 

For those who are fleeced, they give you a loan 

To complete your transaction, indebted to the new throne 

You can try for insurance, but this will not help 

Because insurance is bank owned, another tool used to scalp 

So if you sell a property, change the whole game 

And forget their new game to infuriate this reign 

Contract a sale to money in your own account,  

Then when its settled, buy the new one out 



Do not use PEXA, and their fraudulent net 

Making you safer, where contracts can be met. 
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Chinese whispers 

Family Chinese whispers, always ends in stoush 

Everybody behind the back, not from the horse’s mouth 

Hurt feelings and emotions, will always be construed 

As some kind of mental illness, denying what is true 

The gandered goose, the feathered nest, a cracking does appear 

Family values out the door, the truth they hide in fear 

A deception card is all that is, they group together in power 

As the energy travels back to the horse, who plants his feet empowered 

Compassion for the journey, to heal the family line 

Always falls upon the one, the rest of the family thinks is swine 

One against the many begins again, the battle is fut-ile 

For the sinister plot embraced by all, begins with one wry smile 

The horse aware, the conspirators not, every family has its day 

But when the matriarch is cast aside, only 1 is game to say 

Her life in the sun again denied, her memory in the cold 

While the patriarch re-feathers his nest, the whisperers think it’s bold 

Do not betray a mother’s trust, for karma or for money 

Love anointed, a bond undone, the sweetness of new honey 

The karmic trench, the shovel worn, patterns do repeat 

Those who cannot stand alone, I lay the shovel at your feet.  
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Broken child 

Motionless in a paddock the child he covers his ears 

The raging man who is scaring him, is filling him with fear 

Wetting the bed, and feeling shame, fills his heart as well 

What chance did he have, conditioned to, his pride he had to sell 

And later on he was toughened up, through trial and ordeal 

Tasks that he could barely do, the pain that made him squeal 

Stab passes that were kicked through him, to get him to be tough 

And tennis balls smashed at him on the net, still was not enough 

Many times he was placed in harm’s way, yet was able to survive 

But inside the boy the anger grew, which made him feel alive 

Lashing out whenever he could, he tried to even out 

The wrestling emotions consuming him, still punishing and with clout 

What was once good, it now had turned, the father unamused 

And twice he sent him to the army, and twice he was refused 

The boy became the rebel, what else could he be? 

He shirked the law, he drank a lot, but still he wasn’t he 

Contempt for all authority, this boy he felt alone 



And yet within his DNA the boy grew from his father’s bone 

With the mothers brain and fathers braun, he didn’t have much fun 

And one day he went down the shed, and took the fathers gun 

He oiled it up, he sat alone, the tears ran down his face 

What the fuck was he doing here, in this fucking place? 

Then a thought of one who missed, disfigured now for life 

A physical reminder of the pain, mentally scared from strife 

There are many who can relate to this, emotions we still carry 

The boy, the man, the woman, girl, in life we often marry 

Forgiveness is an issue, fifty six years I am today 

And the pain of this rejection, it never goes away 

Awareness was my problem, letting go is never easy 

But we can choose another path, and although it may sound cheesy 

We are the ones that are chosen, to fix the family line 

For we hold the strength of anger, powerfully divine 

And we can wield it anywhere, for good purposes or for bad 

And see our parents as conditioned children, so very sad. 

                                                             AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

111. Pop. 

We must ask the earth forgiveness, and pray that she does hear 

For all the pain we inflict upon her, ourselves we have deaf ear 

She has at her disposal, an arsenal even America would want 

Dispersing many natural disasters, increasingly in font 

Mankind is its own destruction, its actions makes her sour 

As she unleashes her weather storms with more ferocious power 

But we are still not to blame, in history as before 

These weather patterns have happened before, history records the war 

And every time we become civilized, with records we can trace 

The weather patterns do repeat, and civilizations are erased 

When we lose our love of nature, and cover it with grass 

When we dig it up and boil it down, were kissing our own ass 

We seem to be a forgetful bunch, what history doesn’t tell? 

The happenings of past and present, still inside one hell 

The earth can become our saviour, but we must treat her right 

No-more arguing between ourselves, we together are in this plight 

If mankind does not take a breather, the earth will take our breath 

No-more play, economic games, her rope is around our neck 



Which can be stopped by new guardianship rules leading to the land 

Which is environmental action, which we can use to make a stand 

The earth is waiting, the message sent, disasters now more frequent 

Is humanity willing to change, or will we still stay delinquent? 

Remember Mu and Atlantis, and other dynasties of men 

Remember back through the history copied, tarnished greedy men 

Yes were preparing rocket ships, to fly us past the moon 

While we forget what’s important now, earths renewable zoo 

We have the means to make the change but we haven’t got the will 

Do those with the money hold these reigns, hold the power still? 

Those of us who band together, must begin the process now 

Bond as one, replant the soils, and calm her nature down 

I know the earth, she will not wait, preparation now in place 

If we do not show her a sign, we will lose another human race 

We need leadership not leaders, no-more sporadic leaps 

New guidelines for humanity, to begin this monumental feat 

Collective ownership benefits, where housing and power becomes free 

With the cost of living slowing down, we have more time for a tree 

Which must be planted everywhere, and shrubs to make us thrive 

And all the weeds which we stamped out, allow them to be alive 

And in the brambles new life emerges, animals breed like rabbits 

Whenever the vegetation is good, life returns through habits 

This is probable, life is patterned, nature is restored 

And the rumblings from below ground will quiet, easing unperturbed 

And the weather will recycle, the way it is supposed to do 

And we will all sit back with happy face, looking out at you.  AMEN 

 

 

 

112. 

Animal house 

The chicken coop is crammed today, the egg man makes his rounds 

The sick and dying all around me, make that gargled sound 

We know we can live for 18 months, tightly packed this way 

But I wish we could talk human, I have a lot to say 

I look upon the hatchery, the sign above the door 

That says my kids are free range, but their legs don’t touch the floor 

The big doors are opened 3 times in 8 weeks to let them use the label 

But 8 weeks in I pity you, that’s when you hit the table 

I do like people, and I wish them well, I do not want to be rude 

But what you force us now to eat, ends up in your food 

Scavenger birds that hang around, and want a tasty meal 

When we pass over, and they taste us, they’d rather we were veal 

Well young chook, I think that’s enough, my kids locked away from show 

Fed on whey and milk products, his meat is white as snow 



Tasteless it is passed off, as any type of meat 

Just a little flavouring here and there, is really no small feat 

My colostrum is used for human babies, us cows deserve reward 

We sometimes live to 8 years old, if the farmer keeps his word 

He makes us hay and silage too, he tries to keep our bellies full 

And we in turn reciprocate, with brimming vats of milk 

But our beefy cousins are not that lucky, 2 years at the most 

The human he likes to eat tender meat sometimes it’s on toast 

But what about the piggy’s, you wouldn’t want to be a porker 

Stuffed with food in tiny cages, boy they need a walker 

To be torn apart for bacon rind, which many humans eat 

And parts going into that smoking thing that makes for tasty meat 

I hear they’re squished into sausages, sliced for ham and pork 

And I hear these humans are civilised, using knife and fork 

And when I’m old, I will leave the farm, in the farmer’s shiny truck 

And he drives us to utopia, where we live out our life from, f…….. 

 

 

113. 

Thirst 

Walking in a bar today, feeling pretty parched 

The bar tender looks across, setting up her march 

The taps are warm, the powers out, economy on the blink 

Unless you want Uralla water, we only have fracking stink 

Where’s the beer on icy tap, what’s the bloody matter? 

Progressive govt won’t support the people is the bloody chatter 

You can’t grow hops without fracking rights, they have all the bloody water 

And forget the steak on the dinner plate, there are no more cattle to slaughter 

So what do you have you albatross, why do you stay open? 

Well what the hell else am I supposed to do, why are you outspoken? 

I’ve been fighting fires, seems like 50 years, and I went home to nothing 

And of course this pisses me off, we’ve got fucken nothing 

And now I find that we’ve been told that council has an issue 

We cannot live in tents or caravans, man I need a tissue 

To rebuild my home, I need a throne to raise the fucken money 

As council costs have gone through the roof, and I don’t think it’s funny 

I kid you not, they’ve taken all, and I have no more to give 

And all those funds donated in, to help us all to live 

Should be spent on this master race, pulling all our strings 

For these fucken rules in times of need, the fucken ding-a-lings 

Spend it on court cases that incarcerates in cages 

Garnish everything they have including their fucken wages 

Get to the bottom of the water rights, turn the problem off 

Revoking licences all around will only hurt a few company toffs 

Our people have lost everything, it’s a god damned country disgrace 



Put the corruption into jail, and fix our bloody race. 

 

114. 

 

There’s a song in my head, that’s keeping its tune 

You can’t kill a bastard like me, oooh eeh 

Songs that limit the free, you can’t kill a bastard like me 

It’s a Paul Kelly classic about Charles Perkins 

With my deepest respect, you have left an aspect on me 

And sometimes rhymes take a turn, igniting this bastard half breed 

The music may go, but the action I know, you can’t kill a bastard like me 

Activism is our fight for justice and we are what is in us to be 

We ask those who don’t want change, to change things for us 
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People Power 

There is no such thing as wrong, there is just another view 

Until you look at reality, that looks right back at you 

The certain things that must be done, the way that it must be 

Created by the human construct, built for you and me 

Chained to rules, authority bound, the Unicorn awaits 

To rid itself of the lions roar, to bolt out of the gate 

The freedom which it used to have, a peace at all within 

To live again with nature, from the cannibalizing sin 

Which plagues the land and waterways, what are we to do? 

Like Mandela incarcerated, we wait for timing true 

As authority falls upon its own sword, the evil that’s been done 

Its corruption lies and mismanaged acts, had people on the run 

For the times upon us, we all can see, that we must change the rules 

To benefit each and all of us, to rid ourselves of fools 

We can use their rules against themselves, the red tape now a mess 

Which is why they keep on buying weapons, to drape across their chest 

They know what’s coming, the people rising, pointed toward a vision 

The guardian’s way, the end of costs, the rising peoples mission 

Equal in unity, no-one above, and nobody left behind 

The guardian’s way is what we need, to lead this spirited drive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



116. 

Students 

Finally I graduate, I followed the rules 

I have acquired great debt, which came from the schools 

This I don’t care about, new jobs I will get 

With a whopping great salary, to pay off my debt 

But reality hits, only 1 in 10 grads make the grade 

And the real cost to live, makes me feel like a slave 

Competition is fierce, and there is interest too 

For my debt is increasing, yes its building up too 

Credit is hard to come by, rent on the increase 

And my hormones suggest, we’ll have a baby to feast 

Trapped in a spiral, impoverished thoughts 

I want to help stop this happening, to others that bought 

The consumerist jargon, that all would be well 

From my 8 other mates, whose life feels like hell. 

 

117. 

Weaponisation 

Everything becomes weaponised, time is the answer 

From our friends and our colleagues, to water and banking 

Used as a tool, to profit off stealth 

Makes some super rich, as they take all the wealth 

Money is the favourite, ownership has value 

While the commoners weep. The elitists do marvel 

At their capitalist system morphing to consumerism 

Each year 100 billion tonnes keep us in our prison 

With machinery now running, 24-7 

It is the commoners dream, to own his piece of heaven 

Propaganda in class rooms a media frenzy 

Of advertising imagery, corporates a plenty 

In our weaponised world, money system of greed 

Is now brought to our attention, sowing a seed 

To use the banks game against them, this will be fun 

As we create a new bullet to fire from our gun 

All sword are two edged, both sides cut like butter 

Using the Guardianship template, the old banks will splutter 

Their last dying breath in a court room the end 

Against all of the people, none who are friend 

The bank with their property the last in the land 

As we all turn from ownership, a new human stand 

Together united ending the struggle today 

Is the philosophy of, socialisms Manaian Way. 

 

 



118. 

Changes  

Socialism for capitalists, the dirtiest of words 

Drives fear into their systems, a collective concern 

Unity is social but the capitalists separate 

Communism went too far, a Zionist state? 

However all is doomed to failure unless the 2 ideals meet 

Which has now been created, a wonderous feat 

Socially protected from business, where commerce can thrive 

In this great time of changes, it’s great to be alive 

Ends the peoples struggle, job dependence will end 

Safe from the fascist dictatorship, as capitalists bend 

Using all our past history, it is now our intention 

To rebuild our world, through a guardianship invention 

And to work our way back, to nature and all 

And rebalance humanity, from the tightropes big fall 

Removing the foundation stones, giving humans strife 

Using the Manaian way template, to bring in new life 

Where our basic needs are met, for generations to come 

Now socially protected business can again become fun 

As unification reconciles, each religion and race 

The environments safe with humanity slowing its pace 

So pioneers and the endeavour, ship on the horizon 

Marx and Mandela their time now behind us 

The goal was so simple, unify make things fair 

So the world once again, will give a fuck and care. 




